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Lob Angeles, California
March 1, 1963

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07 - 08-2009

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION

A source who has furnished reliable information
in the past advised that on February 22, 1963, a public
meeting was held at the first Unitarian Church, 2936 West
Eighth Street, Los Angeles, California, featuring Benjamin
Davie, who was billed as a spokesman for the United States
Communist Party (CP) . Representatives from the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the
Congress on Racial Equality, and the Black Muslim movement
were also on the platform and spoke. This meeting was held
under the sponsorship of the First Unitarian Church in
cooperation with "Discussion Unlimited " under the title,
"Alternative Paths to Negro Freedom.

"

Source advised on February 27, 1963, that follow-
ing this meeting Ben Davis made several observations con-
cerning it. Davis commented that it was an historic meeting
in that for the first time in many years representatives of
various segpnents of the Negro community, as described above,
were present on one platform with a representative of the CP.

In spite of the fact that they did not fully agree on every
issue, it was Davis's conclusion that the very fact they
were all able to meet together and talk over problems was a
tremendous advancement. Davis was very pleased that these
representatives had agreed to support a proposal made by
himj namely, to call a "National Conference on Negro Unity"
to work out a minimum program in which all Negro organiza-
tions could participate.

Davis was also appreciative of the fact that while
in Los Angeles he had had a chance to talk with the local
leader of the Black Muslim group, y^yfyfrrpald that a private
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION

meeting had been arranged by
| l a lead-

ing Bos Angeles communist functionary. During the course
of this meeting Davis was able to privately discuss the role
of the Black Muslims and the role of the CP in the Negro
community, Davis said that while the Black Muslims come to
very Incorrect conclusions, nevertheless their statement
of the problems of the Negro people is very correct. He
stated that this, fundamentally, is recognition of the
fact that the Negro people in the United States present a
special problem which cannot be resolved by any general
resolution of the class struggle. The problems of the
Negro people must be resolved by special attention and by
special working methods. Davis said this was originally
the position of the CP back in the l$20's but that lately
the Party has failed to recognise this special character,
Davis stated that, on the other hand, since the Party gave
up the concept of self-determination, a position, largely
held by the Black Muslims, the party today has not replaced
that concept with a more forceful position.

(bMMUAIi** Ihf£iLT£flWod
Characterizationseof the AFirst Unitarian Church

and the Nation of Islam (referred to by Davis as the Black
Muslim movement) are attached hereto.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
Is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

- 2 -



COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION

APPENDIX

COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF THE
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH OF LOS ANGELES

A source advised on April 24. 19o2, that the
premises of the First Unitarian Church of Los Angeles have
been utilized for meetings by Communist Party members and
sympathizers over a period of years. Speakers and
lecturers at the church frequently espouse Communist
or follow the Communist Party line. Communist front
literature is distributed at the chur
by some Communist
work.

cn

.

The church
arty members for "mass concentration"

causes
group
is used

This same infiltration extends to adjuncts of
the church such as the Unitarian Public Forum and the
Unitarian Fellowship for Social Justice.

church since I94tt

]has been minister of the

c ] is described in
the Fourth Report, Un-American Activities Committee in
California, 1948, page 115, as a very active "Communist
fronter" and connected with numerous "Communist front
organizations and activities."

be
hie

Membership in the First Unitarian Church does
not of Itself connote membership in or sympathy with the
Communis t Party

.

- 3 -



COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION

APPENDIX

NATION OF ISLAM

In January, 1957, a source advised ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
had described his organization on a nationwide basis as the
"Nation of Islam" and "Muhammad's Temples of Islam".

On May 2, 1962 , a second source advised: ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI).
Muhammad's Temple of Islam Number 2, 5335 South Greenwood
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, is the national headquarters of
the NOI. In mid-

i

960 , MUHAMMAD and other NOI officials,
when referring to MUHAMMAD 1 s organization on a nationwide
basis, commenced using either "Mosque" or "Temple" when
mentioning one of "Muhammad ’ s Temples of Islam".

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was
originally organized in 1930, in Detroit, Michigan. MUHAMMAD
claims to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery In the wilderness
of North America by establishing an independent black nation
in the United States. Members following MUHAMMAD'S teaching
and his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no
such thing as a Negro,* that the so-called Negroes are slaves
of the white race, referred to as "white devils", in the
United States,* and that the white race, because of its
exploitation of the so-called Negroes, must and will be
destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon".

In the past, officials and members of the NOI,
including MUHAMMAD, have refused to register under the
provisions of the Selective Service Acts and have declared
that members owe no allegiance to the United States.

On May 5 , 1958, the first source advised MUHAMMAD
had, upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal
statements and instructions to his ministers concerning the
principles of his organization in order to avoid possible
prosecution by the United States Government; however, he did
not indicate any fundamental changes in the teachings of his
organization.

On May 2, 1962, a third source advised MUHAMMAD had,
early in July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious
aspects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI.
This policy change, according to MUHAMMAD, would help him
acquire additional followers and create more interest in his
programs

.

APPENDIX
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DATE 08-20-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/sdb

3/1/63

AIRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-75)

FROM : SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-24345)

SUBJECT? COMMUNIST PARTY, tJSA

NEGRO QUESTION
IS - C
CINAL

Enclosed herewith are six copies of a letterhead
memorandum captioned as above, containing information fur-
nished by| | on 2/27/63. This memorandum Is classi-
fied cgiKfceteaSXfti since it contains information which, if
disclosed, could Jeopardize an Informant of continuing
value.

Informants utilized in appendix pages have furnished
reliable information in the past.
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1 - New York (Info) (Enc. 1)(AM - REGISTERED)
1 - San Francisco (Info) (Enc. l)(AM - REGISTERED)
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ALL INFORMATION COMTMMEDJk '

. HEREIN IS - UNCLASSIFIED W
DATE 07-08-2009 BY B0322/UC/LRF/PLJ/3db

9

SAC, LA (100-21*31*5) 3/7/63

SA

GP USA HSORO QUESTION
IS -C

% letter dated 2/llj/63 the lew York Office advised that while in
Baltimore in 12/62, BEN DAVIS had teen heard to state that CLAUDE HGHTFOOT
had bean Chairman, and WILLIA)' PATTERSON the Secretary, for a long time, of

tbs National Megr© Commission (INC) of the CPOSA. Complaints, however, had

been received because of an article by LIGHfFOOT in "Political Affairs" in
the stumer of 1962 concerning bisattitude toward the Muslims.

DAVIS said LIQHTFCOT had baen removed as Chainaan of the NIC and he,

DAVIS, had taken over* LIGHTF00T has been made Secretary of the NIC, replac-

ing PATTERSON, and also had been placed in charge of all Negro Commission woric

in the midwest. He said comrades in New York who are operating within the new
set-up of the NIC include IRVING POTASH, JACK STACKED, JAMES JACKSON, and WILLIAM
PATTERSQ’.7.

DAVIS is also report d to have said in 12/62 that the national officers

of the NIC had been changed, and that JAMES JACKSON, PAT (probably WILLIAM L.

PATTERSON), a Secretary, and himself, would head the committee* The latter state-

ments were made at a different tiro and on a different occasion than that set out

in the preceding paragraph, lending some credence to the reported change of officers*

M has requested that Los Angeles contact informants who are fhmiliar
with the CP’S NBC for information concerning the current organization of thfc

Commission, its total moubership, and the identities of the members. Because

of DAVIS* recent visit to LA, informants may have obtained such information*

LEADS
~ LOS ANGELES AT LOS ANGELES

Will contact
[

appear tob e in the test

position to fhmish the above information, as requested by NX*

(Writer has contactd*[ concerning the above)

WJWtwJw

b2
b7D

b6
b7C
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(Mount Clipping in Spoce Below)

ML INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE II IS UUCLAS S IFIED

DATE 07-08-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PL J/sdl

DEMOCRAT CLUB

TO HEAR SPEECH

OH SEGREGATION ^

GRANADA HILLS —.Dr,
Frtjd. Weaver. Negro psych!-

1

""

atrisi and educator, will
speak on “The Psychological

Implications of De Facto Seg-

regation” at the Granada
Hills Democratic Club Thurs-
day at 8 p.m. in the Balboa-

Mission Town Hall, 16916 San
Fernando Mission Blvd.

Dr. Weaver is a psychologi-

cal consultant to the Los
Angeles Probation Dept, and
the State Dept, of Education.
He is an associate psychi-

atrist at the UCLA Student
Health Center and a clinical

instructor in psychiatry at

the Neuropsychiatrist Center
of the UCLA Medical School.

The club has invited the
public to attend the meeting.

A question and answer period
will follow Dr. Weaver’s talk.

Refreshments will be served
following the meeting. For'
information call EM 3-2864.

(Indicate page, name of

newspaper, city and state.)

"THE VALLEY NEBS AND

(TALLEY GREEN SHEET,"

Van Nuya. California

Section II, Page 1-B, Col.l

DateMarch 5, 19&3
EduioniHome — Tuesday
Author:

EditorFerdinand Mendenhall
Title: NEGRO QUESTION

Character: IS - C
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-75) 3/22/53

sac, los ambuss (100-24345)

cp, usa memo question
IS - c

00: New York

Re Sew York letter 2/14/63 captioned as above.

On 3/11/63, 1 Iadvised that bn the night of
2/25/63 BENJAMIN J. DAVIS met with seeders of the Moranda
smith Section and members of the District Board of the
Southern California District Ccesamlat Party (8C2SCP), In Los
Angeles. Complete Information seecerning that seating has
been furnished See York. Informant advised that DAVIS was
heard to State, on that oeeaslon, that the Rational Negro
Commission (NEC) of the CP, USA, near ooneists of four members;
namely, himself, JAKES JACESQN, WILLIAM MSnsCR, and one
other not named by DAVIS but presumed by informant to be
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOY, plus a Secretary, WILLIAM PATTERSON, who
works mainly on civil rights issues. He did not make this
statement before All those gathered at the meeting, but was
overheard to make it in conversation following the meeting.

I
arid I advised &&I

cm 3/18/63 that they attended the above meeting but did not
hear DAVIS make air? statement concerning the composition of
the NNC. I \ acted as chauffeur for DAVIS during much
of his Loa Angelas visit , and did not hear him discuss the
NSC am such, f I stated that at the above meeting held .

on 2/25/63. DAVIS was late, and before Ms arrival, | I

1 inember of the National Committee of the CP, USA,
stated SEN DAVES ia Chairman of the NRC.

No other Los Angeles informants furnished information
concerning the cccaposition of the NMC elicited as a result of
DAVES* visit to Los Angeles.

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
2 - New York (100-80640) (#4l4) (

4 - Los Angeles
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Los Angeles, California
April 19, 1963

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOHAT I C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-08-2009

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA

A source who has furnished reliable information in
the past advised on April 19, 1963* that Dorothy Healey,
Chairman, Southern California District Communist Party (SCDCP),
announced on April 18, 1963, that the SCDCP would immediately
embark on a program of complete support for the members of
the Nation, of Islam (see appendix) who are currently on trial
in Los Angeles on assault charges arising out of a riot with
Los Angeles police officers in April, 1962.

According to Healey, this program of support will
start immediately with a series of articles to appear in the
“Peopled World” (West Coast communist newspaper). It will
include direct support in the fora of white picket lines.
Healey stated that this should provide an excellent vehicle
to promote other phases of the CP's program, including civil
rights, discrimination, and unemployment.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency.
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 08-20-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRF/PLJ/sdl)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

PROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-75)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-24345)

SUBJECT* COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT
NEGRO QUESTION
IS - C
CINAL

Enclosed herewith are six copies of a letterhead
memorandum captioned as above. This Information was fur-
nished by I Ion 4/19/6$.

This letterhead memorandum Is classified
'3gBfcfc£jTs±nce data from this source, if disclosed, could
reasonably result in identification of Informant of continu-
ing value and Jeopardize his future effectiveness.

Bureau (Enc. 6} (AM - REGISTERED)
San Francisco (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM - REGISTERED)
Los Angeles
(1 - 105-2604) (NOI)
(1 - 100-43372) (CINAL)
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH^
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE f

DATE 07-08-2009
’’

Los Angeles, California
June 25, 1963

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA

A source who has furnished reliable information in
the past advised on June 25, 1963, that Ben Dobbs, Executive
Secretary, Southern California District, Communist Party
(SCDCP), had on June 24, 1963 , outlined the Communist Party
(CP) program in that District as it bears on the current
campaign for Integration and civil rights. Dobbs stressed
the following points:

The insistence on bringing Federal action
to bear in the campaign for civil rights
and the issuance by the President of a
proclamation on the matter.

To render full support to civil rights
legislation already on the books and to
proposed civil rights legislation.

To campaign against any and all violations
of civil rights provisions of the Constitution.

To petition the Supreme Court for a clar-
ification of its decision on school desegre-
gation insofar as the phrase, "full deliberate
speed," is concerned.

Bring pressure to end de facto segregation
in the North.

Campaign for a national fair employment
practices bill.

Dobbs urged that the foregoing program be carried by
Party leaders and members into all their mass organizational
activities and contacts.

6 - Bureau (100-3-75)
1 -- San Francisco 7^^.. . „
2 - Los Angeles (100-2434§V

'

(1 - 100-43372 - CINAET:
D^^GROUP 1
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION

Another source advises that at a meeting of the
SCDCP Negro Commission held on JUne 13, 1963, it was generally
agreed that the Communist Party Is playing practically no
role whatsoever in the Negro campaign for civil rights in
the Los Angeles area, I I SCDCP "Field
Representative" and leading Negro functionary, urged that
the Party make a definite effort to involve women's fraternal
and peace organizations, as well as other youth, community,
and Negro organizations, in the civil rights campaign*

A third source advised on June 24, 1963, that the
SCDCP considers the "People's World," west Coast communist
newspaper, to he a potent weapon in the struggle for civil
rights, particularly in the Negro community and among Negro
ministers. This source further observed that the Party
would like "to keep the pot boiling" through demonstrations,
supporting the Congress of Rselal Equality, through youth
dubs, and through individual members of the Moranda Smith
Section, SCDCP, which is predominantly Negro.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

The above-mentioned second and third sources have
furnished reliable information in the past.

- 2 -
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DATE 08-20-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/sdb

6/25/63

AIRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-75)

FROM : SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-24345)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT
NEGRO QUESTION
IS - C
CINAL

Enclosed herewith are six copies of a letterhead
memorandum captioned as above, containing information fur-
nished by

| |
and

| |

This memorandum is classified
~

c33?ifidaaMa3'~ since in-
formation from these sources, if disclosecf/could reasonably
result in identification of Informants of continuing value
and Jeopardize their future effectiveness.
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^E'E CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY ^HVED FROJ|:

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICAtSb GUIDE [ ;

DATE 07 -Q 8 - 2 Q 09
.

V‘

Los Angeles. California
June £$, 1963

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE
APVANCEMKHT Of C0I4RBD PEOPLE and

A source vtto has furnlshmi reliable Information
In the past advised on June 2?5, 1 '63, that a me©ting of the
Jewish Cotraiiisslon., Southern oallPomla Qietrlct Communist
Party (SCDCp), was held in Los Angelo*, California, on
Juno 24, 1963.

Ben Dobbs was th© min tpoimamm at this Mating and

was present in Ms position aa gMcutlv# Secretary, tCDCP.
The thee* of this meeting met gpneerned with the racial <juse-

tion, both nationally and locally.

without mentioning the name of individuals responsible,

but speaking in the name of the $W€F, Dobbs stated in offset

that the BCDCW had attempted to establish rapport with the
United. Civil Blasts Committee (VORC) in their effort® and
activities regarding integration in Los Angels*. Dobbs related
that the Ooroaurdst Party ms rslaiffect and rejected by th* 9QK
In "no uncertain terms, with the IJVEC questioning «*» motisee
of the Party, obbs stated that, even though the Party was
rejected, it most continue its attwpts in this regard.

This document eon tains neither recommendation© nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI awl la

loaned to your agencyj it and its contents are not to be dis-

tributed outside your agency.

8 - Bureau (61-3176 )
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AIR7EL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

PROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (61-3176)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-636)

SUBJECT* NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE and
untied civtl rights oowotteb
(NAACP As UCRC)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau am eight copies
of a letterhead s^raorandum regaling naeetins Of Jewish Com-
mission, Southern California District Communist Party (3CDCP),
held on 6/34/53, and Information relating attempt m part of
SCDCP to establish rapport id.th UCRC.

Letterhead memorandum Is classified gnu PI iHihI * nT

because disclosure of source* s Identity, a confidential
informant of continuing value, would cause ineffectiveness
thereof.

Source furnishing information Is to
SA

| |
on 6/25/63.

One copy of letterhead memorandum is being furnished
115th into. Region II, u* s. Anp, Pasadena, because of that
agency*s responsible interest in racial natters*
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-0S-Z003

Transmit the following in

Airt#X

m Date: July 18, 1963

(Type in plain text or code

)

(Priority or Method of Mailing

)

SACs Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Butte
Charlotte
Chicago
Dallas
Detroit
Houston

Jacksonville
Knoxville
Li^leRnck

tfbSs
'

^ AngelesN^

Miami
Mobile
Newark
New Orleans

From: Director, FBI {100-3-116)
'! A.# ^

COMMUNIST PARTY, U§A
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C
BUDED 7/25/63

New York
Norfolk
Philadelphia
Richmond
San Antonio
San Francisco
Savannah
Tampa .

Washington Field

In recent weeks functionaries of the Communist Party,
USA (CPUSA) , have made statements which indicate their concern over
the lack of Party participation in the current Negro movement.
Benjamin J. Davis, Jr., remarked on 6/19/63 while attending a meet-

j

ing of leading CPUSA functionaries, "We are witnessing a revolution-
ary movement in our country, but we are just not in it...." Irving
Potash, on this, same date, remarked that "we" are not coming forward,
not writing and not giving leadership. The leadership of the Party,

according to Potash, should explore all ways and means for the pur- .

pose of playing a bigger role in this struggle.

In addition, recent statements made by Party functionaries
give every indication of their desire for a more active Party role.

James E. Jackson commented on 6/19/63 that "the Party must register

its presence on the street." Davis stated on 6/20/63 "we" must

bring millions of Negroes and whites in the South into the peace,

labor, Negro and political action struggles and the Party should

start preparing for this now. At a meeting of functionaries >v\/
of the CPUSA, on 7/11/63, during a discussion pertaining to the VAX

• - *c<c_ ~ * y 3X



Airtel to Atlanta Jacksonville New York
Baltimore Knoxville Norfolk vyjy
Birmingham Little Rock Philadelphia
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Houston New Orleans Washington Field

RES COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

100-3-116

Negro movement, comment was made to the effect that the Party should
finance people to go to the scheduled 8/28/63 march on Washington,
D. C. Jacob Stachel suggested that contact be made with nationality
groups and clubs in order to get people for this demonstration. civ/

New York
Norfolk Wl\i-
Philadelphia
Richmond
San Antonio
San Francisco
Savannah
Tampa
Washington Field

In view of the above, it is reasonable to assume that
the future will witness a strong -effort on the part of the CPUSA
to inject itself into and to exploit the struggle for equal rights
for Negroes. Therefore, during the investigation of the CPUSA,
each recipient office should be extremely alert to data indicating
interest, plans or actual involvement of the Party in the current

;

Negro movement. This matter should be given close attention and
the Bureau kept currently advised. ^

In order for the Bureau to correlate all the information
presently available, a separate new Bureau file is being opened
under the above caption and each receiving office should do like-
wise. Each of these offices should furnish the Bureau by 7/25/63
a summary of information as contained in its files and appropriately
documented concerning this matter, even though previously submitted.
This summary should be submitted under the above caption. Future
communications should be expeditiously furnished under appropriate
caption in a form suitable for dissemination, with copies designated
for pertinent files, including 100-3-116.

- 2 -



AIRTEL AXE MAIL - REGISTERED

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116)

FROM : SAC, LOS ANOEIES (100-24345) (fa

RE : COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

ReBuairtel 7/18/63.

At a meeting of the Southern California District
(SCDCP) Nationality Commission, held In Los Angeles in early
July, 1963, SEN DOBBS, Executive Secretary of the SCDCP,
emphasised the need to coordinate CP work with the current
desegregation campaigns. He said the CP must find ways to
join and support this movement and become an integral part of
it. He urged Party members working in mass organisations,
particularly those of a nationality nature, to bring these
issues before the organisations. He also commented on the
Mexican community, where it has been urged that they follow
the lead of the Negroes and fight in the same manner to
achieve freedom and recognition. ©QSBS said that the CP
must find a way to bring these two forces together. He noted,
however, that the Mexicans are not so willing to work with
the Negroes, because they are making It more difficult for b 2

the working-class Mexican. 7/9/63, I I b7D

3 - Bureau
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LA 100-24345

At a CP club meeting held on 6/19/63, in the Moranda
Smith Section, SCDCP, a discussion was held on the CP role in
the Negro integration movement in the Jjqb Angeles area. I

|

I of the Club and wife of
| [

leading functionary in the SCDCP, reported that the Party is
lagging behind in the local civil rights and integration program.
She said the Party had not been able to M latch on” as a leader
in the movement. According to l I the Party is trying
to figure out how and when it can interject Itself as a leading
factor in integration activities.

\ |
7/2/63,

BEN DOBBS, SCDCP Executive Secretary, has recently
disclosed that the SCDCP has been rebuffed in an attempt to
establish rafPPCfc with the Ohited Civil Rights Committee (UCRC)
in their efforts and activities regarding integration in Los Angeles,
DOBBS related that the CP was rejected by the OCRC in "no uncertain
terms," with the DCRC questioning the motives of the Party. DOBBS
said that even though the Party was rejected , it must continued
its attempts along these lines.

| |
6/25/63,

1

On 6/24/63, BEN DOBBS, Executive Secretary of the SCDCP,
outlined the CP program in that District as it bears on the current
campaign for integration and civil rights. DOBBS stressed the
following points

:

The insistence on bringing Federal action to bear
in the campaign for civil rights and the issuance
by the President of a proclamation on the ratter.

To render full support to civil rights legislation
already on the books and to propose civil rights
legislation.

To campaign against any and all violations of civil
rights provisions of the Constitution.

To petition the Supreme Court for a clarification of
its decision on school desegregation insofar as the
phrase, "full deliberate speed," Is concerned.

Bring pressure to end de faeto segregation in the North.

Campaign for a national fair employment practices bill.

-2-



LA 100-24345

DOBBS urged that the foregoing program be carried by
Party leaders and members into all their mass organisational
activities and contacts.

| \ 6/21/63,1

At a meeting of the SCDCP Negro Commission held on
6/18/63, in Los Angeles, it was generally agreed that the CP
is playing practically no role whatsoever in the negro campaign for
civil rights in the Los Angeles area.

| \

SCDCP "Field Representative" and leading Negro functionary, urged
that the Party make a definite effort to involve women's fraternal
and peace organizations, as well as other youth, community, an
Negro organizations , in the civil rights campaign'jegro orgj

5/19/63,1 ]

coma

L 3

The SCDCP is reported as observing that the Party would
like "to keep the pot boiling" through demonstrations, supporting
the Congress of Racial Equality, through youth clubs, and through
individual members of the Moranda Smith Section, SCDCP, which is
predominatly Negro.

| | 6/24/63, |

of the Moranda Smith
Section, was heard to observe in June, 1963, that the "Communist
Party had completely missed the bandwagon" in connection with
the Negro freedom movement. She stated that the Party was doing
nothing and that immediate action is necessary ao th^
will hear about us and know we are playing a part."
6/21/63, I \

b2
blD

b6
b7C

b2
b7D

b2
b7D
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California
July 24, 1963

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED M
FBI AUTOHAT I C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN
RACIAL MATTERS

A group of Negro Communist Party (CP) members in the
San Francisco area participated in a series of discussions
during the period April through July, 1962, in order to
formulate a policy in regard to the Negro struggle. This group
included ROSCOE PROCTOR and I ~l As a result of
these discussions, a twenty-page mimeographed report entitled
"Summary of Discussion Notes, Northern California Negro Commission,
April - July, 1962" was issued to serve as a basis for dis-
cussions.

The document declared that long discussions had re-
flected the need for a bold new program and tactics in regard
to the Negro question If the CP Intended to contribute
materially to the struggle for Negro liberation. The document
noted that the CP must develop and put forward a Marxist pro-
gram which might prove helpful and stimulating to leaders in
the Negro movement, and through which every member of the CP
might understand the full significance of the Negro movement
and thereby make the greatest possible contribution.

The document also took note of the gains of the Black
Muslim Movement. The report noted that the Muslim Movement had
been divisive and diversionary. The report concluded that the
CP must estimate the role of the Muslims and consider its
attractions for and its base among a large section of the Negro
working class. The report also concluded that the CP program
was weak in its tendency to tail the main stream of the
liberation movement and in its failure to have a real mobilization
of CP forces.

SF T-l - 9/6/62

^^CQNFIDENTIAL^^^

Exclude^^r6m^utomatic
dowpgrliding and^\^^
-declassification

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions ol

the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your
agency; It and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency

.
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

ROSCOE PROCTOR and
| |

were elected
to the National Committee of the CP, USA at
its national convention in New York City in
December, 1959, according to

| \
,

who was a member of the CP on behalf of the
FBI from June, 1953* through March, 1962.

A characterization of the Black Muslims (Nation
of Islam) is contained in the appendix pages
attached hereto.

On April 19, 1963, a meeting was held at the residence
of ROSCOE PROCTOR in order to institute a defense committee for
all things considered anti-Negro. It was decided that only
Negroes would be permitted to attend these meetings and that
there would be future meetings of select groups of CP members
to guide the activities of a defense committee. The meeting
did not result in the formation of a committee, or in the
designation of a name for the committee.

SF T-2 - 4/23/63

At a meeting of the San Francisco County Committee of
the CP on May 13 , 1963 , I I

a member of the committee,
criticized the 1Q6 S May Day meeting which had been held in San
Francisco. declared that the May Day meeting had failed
to adapt itself to the times. He explained that the Birmingham
issue, which everyone had been talking about, had not even
been mentioned at the May Day meeting. After a discussion,
it was decided that in the future the program for May Day would
be subject to change so that "hot issues" could be discussed,
even if It proved necessary to throw "security to the winds"
and use the telephone to map such a program.

SF T-3 - 5/16/63

On May 16, 1963, JOHN PITTMAN instructed a session
of the San Francisco School of Social Science at 345 Franklin
Street, San Francisco, on the topic "Minorities in the United
States". PITTMAN declared that a new militancy and the involve-
ment of a greater number of people had taken place in the
Birmingham struggle. He attributed this new "awareness" to
the Negro people and the participation of youth.

2
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

PITTMAN commented that the struggle in the South had
international implications. He observed that the Soviet Union,
in viewing the Negro situation in the South, takes the view
that the Negro problem will never be solved under the
capitalist system and that it can be corrected only by a
transition from capitalism to socialism. He pointed out
that the CP in the United States believes that the problem
can be solved quickly by doing away with segregation, by inte-
grating all public schools and establishments, and by allowing
the Negro to become equal in this society.

SF T-4 - 5/23/63

JOHN PITTMAN served as Moscow correspondent
for "The Worker", an east coast communist
weekly newspaper, from 1959 until August,
1962, at which time he returned to the United
States and an assignment on the Editorial
Staff of the "people’s World", a west coast
communist weekly newspaper. PITTMAN on
September 30, 1962, reported on his experiences
in the Soviet Union to a meeting of National
CP leaders.

SF T-5 - 9/30/62

A characterization of the San Francisco
School of Social Science is contained in the
appendix pages attached hereto.

During the latter part of May, 1963, a copy of a re-
port by GUS HALL, General Secretary of the CP, USA, entitled
"In the Struggle for Peace" was distributed among selected CP
leaders to serve as the basis of discussions at a meeting of
Northern .California District CP leaders scheduled for
June 8, 1963. HALL declared that the breakthrough in Birmingham
represented a historic, social, political, and economic achieve-
ment . He concluded that every community should have some united
front formations which could move into activities for the defense
of the democratization of the South. He also concluded that
the movement In the South constituted a test for the CP, as
well as an opportunity for the CP, and that the CP must meet
this challenge by giving it everything it has.

SF T-6 - 6/7/63

- 3 -



COMMUNIST PARTY, USA NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

At the meeting of the CP leaders on June 8 , 1963 *

the report of GUS HALL was discussed by ROSCOE PROCTOR.
PROCTOR declared that the Negro peoples movement in the South
might become "that catalytic force which could move the United
States on the road to socialism." PROCTOR declared that the
main task of the "left forces" would be to win over the "right
forces .

"

PROCTOR noted that the Negro movement in the South
was keeping open the concept of peaceful change. He declared
that there could not be any peaceful movement with the
ideology of Muslims and that the CP must find ways of attacking
that ideology while working with the Muslims "on the outside".

|
at this meeting criticized the report of

both PROCTOR and HALL on the ground that there appeared to be
too much stress on the effect of the Birmingham struggle.

|
contended that the forces of monopoly are much larger

and that the reports failed to take into consideration the
size of the movement and who stands to lose by the movement.

|
emphasized that any demands made upon the President of

the United States for drastic political action to protect
Negro rights in the South, in effect ask the President to
change the entire political structure of the United States.

SF T-6 - 6/19/63

I
has attended meetings of the

San Francisco County Committee of the CP
during 1963 *

SF T-T - 3/63

At a meeting of the San Francisco County Committee
of the CP in San Francisco on May 27, 1963, it was noted that
the "People' s World" (PW) newspaper had spent $700 to send

| to Birmingham, Alabama, to cover the activities
in tnat area. It was announced that the PW would sponsor a

meeting on June 7, 1963, which would be advertised as "A
Marxist Report on Birmingham" and that all CP members would
be expected to attend the meeting.

SF T-8 - 5/29/63

L
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

At the meeting on June 7, 1963, [_
spoke on

his observations as a PW reporter in Birmingham, Alabama . He
commented that he had asked whether there was anything Marxists
in San Francisco • could do to help the Negroes and that
he had been advised that "they" did not think so, although
"they" revealed that they did need money.

| |
reported that the Negroes in the South were

well organized, that they waited for their leaders to appear
before engaging In marches and demonstrations, and that they
immediately dispersed if the demonstration or march was
called off for any reason.

SF T-9 - 6/20/63

At the meeting of the San Francisco County Committee
of the CP on May 27, 1963, there was an evaluation of the CP
participation in the Parade for Human Rights which had been
held in San Francisco on May 26, 1963 . The evaluation noted
that the demonstration had been held primarily to raise money
for the civil rights fight in Birmingham, but that it also
stressed conditions in San Francisco and civil rights problems
locally. It was noted that a PW supplement had been distributed
and that approximately 5,000 copies had been "well received."
The principal criticism of CP participation was that there had
been insufficient people to distribute the supplement and that
the youth did not take an active part in this endeavor.

SF T-8 - 5/29/63

At a meeting of a CP club in San Francisco on
June 26, 1963 , members were given a memorandum captioned "Memo
on the Struggle for Negro Rights" which declared that the break-
through In Birmingham constituted a "revolutionary
eruption that will forever more become an integral

.
part

of our very being as a people and nation" . The memo declared
that it is imperative to do everything possible to aid this
struggle and to take every possible action to involve white
Americans in this fight. It noted that the labor movement
has the greatest stake In this struggle because every state
in the south has a "right to work" law on its books.

- 5 -
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

The memo noted that the President is presenting his
civil rights program to Congress and that some of the leaders
of the Negro people's movement had announced that they in-
tended to take the most militant kind of actions in support
of his program. The memo declared that the proposals of the
President will not solve the problems of JIM CROW., but that
this struggle in Congress will be the focal point immediately
for developing the broadest kind of mass actions by white ana
Negro Americans against the "Dixiecrat system" . The memo con-
cluded that there is no organization or governmental body,
city, state, and national, and no group which cannot be con-
fronted with proposals to support one or another aspect of
this program. The memo called for initiative and boldness and
immediate action.

The memo noted that labor must throw its weight into
at least two major projects; 1) the registration campaign in
the South; 2) a renewal of "Operation Dixie" in order to renew
organizing efforts in the South.

SF T-10 - 6/28/63

During the latter part of June, 1963*
I of the American Russian Institute of

drafted a comment to an associate abroad which declared that
the Negro revolution is the key to all new developments in the

tates and that major- opportunities are opening up.
declared that "none of us foresaw this great wave
re not ready for it."

SF T-ll - 7/15/63

presently is a member at
USA.

SF T-12 - 7/23/63

The American Russian Institute of San
Francisco has been designated by the
Attorney General of the United States
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

- 6 -
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

On July 22, 1963, ALBERT J. LIMA, as chairman of
the Northern California District CP, spoke on the Berkeley
campus of the University of California (UC). LIMA was the
first United States communist to speak on campus at UC since
the removal of the speakerfe ban-

LIMA commented that Governors BARNETT of Mississippi
and WALLACE of Alabama had charged that the entire civil rights
struggle in the South is a communist plot. He observed that
in such a situation the CP indirectly is given far more
credit than is its due in the most laudable of enterprises.
LIMA also commented that an anti-communist publication had
implied that the CP in San Francisco organized the freedom
demonstration in San Francisco on May 2o, 1963, in which some
30,000 persons participated. LIMA declared that the CP helped
to the best of its ability, but that its contribution had been
modest. He commented further that the 30,000 people were
mobilized by others, many of whom are opponents of communism.

LIMA declared that it will take a massive effort
and struggle of the people throughout the country, plus
vigorous intervention by the Federal Government, to topple
the shameful bestial system in the South. He noted that
virtually every state in the South has a "right to work"
statute on its books and that in many Southern communities it
is virtually illegal to attempt organization of unions.

LIMA presented an argument for the adoption of a
new federal charter to include a uniform system of voting and
registration in all states, protection of the rights of
minority parties, and banish all forms of discrimination
or segregation because of race, religion, national origin
or political belief.
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NATION OP ISLAM, formerly
referred to as the Muslim
Cult of Islam, also known
as Muhammad's Temple of Islam

In January, 1957* a source advised that Elijah Muhammad
has described his organization on a nationwide basis as the
"Nation of Islam" and "Muhammad's Temples of Islam."

On May 2, 1962, a second source advised: Elijah
Muhammad is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI).
Muhammad's Temple of Islam Number 2, 5335 South Greenwood
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, is the national headquarters of
the NOI. In mid-1960, Muhammad and other NOI officials, when
referring to Muhammad's organization on a nationwide basis,
commenced using either "Mosque" or "Temple" when mentioning
one of "Muhammad's Temples of Islam."

The NOI is an all -Negro organization which was
originally organized in 1930 In Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad
claims to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness
of North America by establishing an independent black nation
in the united States. Members following Muhammad's teaching
and his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no
such thing as a Negro; that the so-called Negroes are slaves
of the white race, referred to as "white devils," in the
United States; and that the white race, because of its
exploitation of the so-called Negroes, must and will be destroyed
in the approaching "War of Armageddon."

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, in-
cluding Muhammad, have refused to register under the provisions
of the Selective Service Acts and have declared that members
owe no allegiance to the United States.

On May 5> 1958 > the first source advised Muhammad
had, upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal state-
ments and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles
of his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by
the United States Government; however, he did not indicate any
fundamental changes in the teachings of his organization.

On May 2, 1962, a third source advised Muhammad had,
early in July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious
aspects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI.
This policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him
acquire additional followers and create more interest in his
programs

.

APPENDIX



San Francisco School of Social Science, aka
San Francisco School of Social Sciences,
San Francisco Marxist Study Group,
San Francisco School of Marxism - Leninism,
San Francisco School of Marxism

A source advised on February 6, 1962, that
the first class of the San Francisco Marxist Study Group (SFMSG)
was held on February 5* 1962, at 3^5 Franklin Street, San
Francisco, California, and that the instructor of this class
stated that the main purpose of the SFMSG was to train young
people for leadership of the people in the event the U.S.
wakes up to the advantages of communism.

A second source advised on May 9, 1963* that the
San Francisco School of Social Science (SFSSS), which has been
known as the "San Francisco School of Social Sciences," "San
Francisco Marxist Study Group," "San Francisco School of Marxism-
Leninism" and the "San Francisco School of Marxism," is currently
holding classes, and held its first class of the current series
on October 15, 1962.

A second source advised on December 27, 1962, that
Iorganized the SFSSS and controls the policy

under which the school is run. I ~~l took complete charge
of designating the instructors and the curriculum for the school.
The SFSSS has no elected officers, neither is it a membership
organization, but the meetings are opened to the public at all
times.

The third source advised on February 23, and March 8,

1962, that
| ^

|
was in attendance at two meetings

of the Committee for Constitutional Liberties onf
and I

U
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COMMITTEE FOR CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTIES
(CCL), aka Citizens Committee for
Constitutional Liberties - San Francisco

b6
b7C

A source advised on Jane 19, 1961, that MICKLE
LIMA, Chairman, Northern California District, Communist Party
(CP), reported on June 15, 1961, that the CP, USA, in response
to the Supreme Court decision of June 5, 1961, relating to
the Internal Security Act of 1950, had decided to create a
committee known as Citizens Committee for Constitutional
Liberties (CCCL), 22 East 17th Street, New York City, and that
a local committee would be organized for Northern California.

This source advised on June 26, 1961, that a meeting
was held on June 18, 1961, at the home of ROSCCE PROCTOR, member
of the National Committee, CP, USA, for the purpose of formu-
lating plans for the CCCL in Northern California.

A second source advised on September 14, 1961, that
the CCCL had opened an office at 942 Market Street, Room 401,
San Francisco, California, and that some of the furniture for
this office had come from the CP office on the same floor.

A third source advised June 22, 1962, that Dr. HERBERT
PHILLIPS announced that he had closed down the headquarters of
the CCL at 942 Market Street, San Francisco.

A fourth source in November, 1962, advised that CP
officials in Northern California have been active in promoting
the CCL.

This same source advised in November, 1962, that
the CCL was active in the fight against the internal Security
Act of 1950, under which the CP and its officials were being
prosecuted.

A fifth source on May 2, 1963, furnished the names
of the officers of the CCL in San Francisco as Dr. HERBERT J.
PHILLIPS, Chairman, and

Dr. HERBERT PHILLIPS testified In open
court in 1953, to CP membership since
1953.

10
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A sixth source advised in April,
that[
in San Francisco,

1963,
is a current CP member

One of these sources advised February 13, 1963,
I I stated on February 8, 1963, that the officers
of the CCL were holding off temporarily on further activity
on the advice of MICKIE LIMA, District CP Chairman,

b6\
blC

APPENDIX
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CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR CONSTITUTIONAL
LIBERTIES (NEW YORK CITY)

The Guide to Subversive Organizations and Publications,
revised and published December 1, 1961, prepared and released
by the Committee on Un-American Activities, United States
House of Representatives , contains the following on Page 42

concerning ’’Citizens Committee for Constitutional Liberties
(New York City)":

1. "On the basis of its investigations and hearings
to date, the committee concludes that the National Assembly
for Democratic Rights and a coordinating and organizing
group in support thereof, titled the ’Citizens Committee
for Constitutional Liberties,' are communist fronts.
Created, dominated, and controlled by members and
officials of the Communist Party, the National Assembly
for Democratic Rights and the Citizens Committee for
Constitutional Liberties were organized as propaganda
devices for the conduct of .'mass activity' in support
of the avowed objectives of 'reversal or nonapplica-
tion' of the Supreme Court decisions of June 5, 1961,
which upheld the constitutionality of the registra-
tion and disclosure provisions of the Internal Security
Act of 1950 as applied to the Communist Party, and
the Smith Act membership clause making punishable
active and pruposive membership in the Communist
Party .

"

"***The long-range objective of the Citizens
Committee for Constitutional Liberties is to serve as
the vehicle for concealed communist participation in,
and direction of, propaganda and agitational activities
aimed to nullify the Internal Security and Smith Acts."

"***Committee investigation disclosed that the
Citizens Committee for Constitutional Liberties was
formed on or about June 12, 1961 ***."

(Committee on Un-American Activities, Report and
Hearings on Maniuplation of Public Opinion by
Organizations Under Concealed Control of the Com-
munist Party (National Assembly for Democratic
Rights and Citizens Committee for Constitutional
Liberties), House Report 1282, Part 1, October 2

and 3, 1961, pp. 137,143, and 144.)

APPENDIX
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California
July 24, 1963

Title COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE
IN RACIAL MATTERS

Character

Reference is made to memo dated and
captioned as above at
San Francisco, California.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

ALL IHFORMATIOH C0HTAI1ED

HEREIN IS UIICLASSIFIED

DATE 07-08-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/sdto

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

In Reply* Please Refer to

File iVo.



FD-36 (Re32-13-56)

EIIP IfED FROM AUTOMATIC
C LAS S I F I CAT ION

THQRITT DERIVED FROM:

I AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

IMP T ION CODE 2EXU HUMAN)

TE 07-09-2009

F B I

Date: 7/24/63

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

TO DIRECTOR,

(Type in plain text or cade) '

AIR MAIL
|

(Priority or Method of Mailing)
I

J

ALL INFORHATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
FBI (100-3-116) WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

FROM

RE

SAC, SAN/FRANCISCO (100-5191*0

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
^ ^

NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN
RACIAL MATTERS
IS - C

bo
b7C

Re Bureau airtel dated J/18/63.

Enclosed herewith for the information of the Bureau
are six copies of a LHM dated 7/24/53* summarizing plans and
activities of the CP in the San Francisco area to inject it-
self into and to exploit the struggle for equal rights for
Negroes. Copies of this LHM are being furnished Birmingham,
Chicago, Little Rock, Los Angeles, Mobile and New York for
information in view of the possible effect of CP activities
in the San Francisco area on the areas covered by those
offices

.

3 - Bureau (Ends. 6)
1 - Birmingham (Enel. 1) (info)
1 - Chicago (Enel. 1) (info)
1 - Little Rock (Enel. l).(Info)

Los Angeles (Enel. l)H?|lnfo)
1 - Mobile (Enel. 1) (Info)
1 - New York (Enel. 1) (Info)
2 - San Francisco

Approved: Sent M Per



IAL

sp 100-51914
WHK/cmp

Sources utilized in the LHM were as follows:

SP T-l is
SF T-2 is
SP T-3 is
SP T-4 is

I

SP T-5 is CG 5824-S*
SP T-6 is I

'

SP T-7 is
SP T-8 is
SP T-9 is
SP T-l0 is

SP T-ll i£

5 ^ T 't r S

Speech of ALBERT LIMA on 7/22/63* was heard by SA
|and a typed text of the speech was obtained

rrom cne urnce or Public Information, University of
California, Berkeley.

This memo is being classified l^riTTfldenj^lTi 1n~i~iiiiir1i

as data received and reported from SP T-l through2F‘T-l‘2- could
reasonably result in the identification of confidential infor-
mants of continuing value and compromise future effectiveness
thereof.

The San Francisco Office will continue to remain
alert for information concerning this matter and furnish it
to the Bureau and interested offices immediately upon receipt,



% (y
September 17, 1303

Airtel

SACa Pittsburgh
Portland
St* Louis
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Washington Field

From: Director, FBI (100-3-116)

communist past?, ijsa

HEGRO QUESTION
communist influence in racial mattees
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Prior to the 8/23/63 March on Washington, information
v/as received from each of the receiving offices of instant
airtel to tho effect that ©no or more Communist Party members
from the respective territories covered by these offices wore v
planning to attend tho March. To date, communications have not
been received from tho receiving offices indicating the iden-
tities of those Party members known to have actually attended
tho March.

In order for the Bureau to make a comprehensive
analysis of tho results of tho March, .particularly in respect
to participation by Party members, it is necessary to have as
complete information as possible. By return airtel all
receiving offices Should advise the Bureau of information
available concerning the numbers and identities of Party members
who actually traveled to ’Washington, D. C., to participate in
tho March, If such information was previously furnished, advise
date and caption of communication. In tho event any office is
unable to now give a final report on this matter, the reply
airtel should set out when final information may be expected at

To; SACs Albany
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo
Cleveland
Denver



%
Airtel to Albany, et al.
RE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA

NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

100-3-116

the Bureau. Disseminative information should be included in
letterhead memoranda accompanying the reply airtels. Of
course, data concerning communist influence in or exploitation
of the March should also be included in communications to the
Bureau

.

-
'

2 : - '



0-9 (Rev. 12-13-56)

*- ALL tfIFQPliATI ON CONTAI

.HEREJJL.J5 UNCLASSIFIED'

DATE* 07-08-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/sdb

F B I y

Transmit the following in

Date: August 1, 1963

(Type in plain text or code)

Via Airtel
(Priority or Method of Moiling

)

To: SACs Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Butte
Charlotte
Chicago
Dallas
Detroit
Houston

Jacksonville
Knoxville

UvDJLU XMmtk

>s Angeles
femphis
Lami

Mobile
Newark
New Orleans

From:^Director, FBI (100-3-116)

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

New York
Norfolk
Philadelphia
Richmond
San Antonio
San Francisco
Savannah
Tampa
Washington

ReBuairtel 7/18/63 which instructs all offices to be

alert to data indicating interest, plans or actual involvement

of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) , in current Negro civil rights

movement.

It is essential for the Bureau to have available

current information concerning the participation of the CPUSA

in the forthcoming March on Washington scheduled to take place .

8/28/63. The CPUSA has announced its intentions to actively

participate in the March and is currently intensifying its efforts

toward formulating specific plans of actions.

In order for the Bureau to properly discharge its

responsibilities in this matter, it is imperative Jhat each

office maintain close liaison coverage with security informants

and sources so that it may be immediately aware of any <organized

activity planned by the CPUSA. The identities of CPUSA members

intending to participate in the March on Washin^on sho^d be^

Sent Via M r Per



Airtel to Atlanta, et al.
RE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA

NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

100-3-116

v-'jffiise&k

ascertained, as well as the number of Party members from each
city, their mode of travel, arrival time in Washington and
estimated departure time from Washington.

The Bureau and Washington Field Office should be
advised by airtel under the caption of this communication con-
cerning all pertinent developments relating to CPUSA participation
in the March on Washington. Where appropriate, a letterhead memo-
randum suitable for dissemination should be submitted. Any
developments which require expeditious attention should be
submitted by teletype or telephone as may be warranted.

All offices having security informants planning to
participate in the March on Washington should advise Washington
Field in order that arrangements can be made for informants to
report urgent data while in Washington directly to Washington ;

Field, Washington Field should thereafter advise appropriate
offices of telephone extensions where Informants can report
information if the occasion arises.

'mm 2 M ^ ! 5-^' . ^ W.. ’
,



8/15/63
ALL IHFOKHATION COHTAIHED '

HERE III 15 UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-08-2009 BY 6Q322/UC/LRP/PLJ/3db

AIRTEL AIR MIL - REGISTERED

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116)
SAC, BIRMINGHAM (100-5077)
SAC, NEW YORK (100-1515^3)

FROM : SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-2^5) (RDC)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

Re New York tel to the Bureau dated 8/5/63 with
copy to Los Angeles; New York routing slip to Los Angeles
dated 8/5/63 , requesting a characterization of

| |

| | New York tel to Birmingham and Los Angeles dated

Enclosed for the Birmingham and New York Offices
are two photographs of ^

The following characterization Is being furnished
to Birmingham and New York: concerning I

On 5/21/63 r
furnished reliable ini

[protect) (who has

presides at
(Location:

3 - Bureau
2 - Birmingham (Enc. 2) (AMSD - REGISTERED)
2 - New York (Inc. 2) (AMSD - REGISTERED)

(3> Dos Angeles

(1 - 157-636 (NAACP-tJCRC)
LOB: sib
(10) J

rLcnasi
' T

SEARCH
INC ‘

'

b7

/CO



. t

¥
r

v
. f

‘

LA 100-24345

On 5/22/63 a pretext call (pretext used was in
regard to forwarding technical material) (by SA

to telephone operator at Electrosolids Corporation,
12740 san reman

ftp Road. Svlmar. California, disclosed that
of the Board of this corporation.

1,
Location:

is!
TFTbo-17236-86)

Two informants (both anonymous sources) learned
during the latter part of October, 1943, that

[

was transferred from the Communist Party (CP) of Eastern
Pennsylvania and Delaware (CPEPD) to a CP club in Los Angeles,
California, on 10/2/42. Informants were unable to elaborate
further.

(conceal),!
On 1/23/48 former[

(who has furnished reliable information in the oast), advised
that

|
lattended a meeting of the Westwood Glut of the

Los Ahg«16S JdUhxy CP (LACCP) on 1/21/48. The meeting took
place at the intersection of Sepulveda and Pico Boulevards,
Los Angeles, California, at a drive-in restaurant. (Location:
LA 100-18820-691)

On 8/13/96 f I (protect) (who has furnished
reliable information in the oast) advised that during 1956

I I name was maintained by the LACCP as a potential
fund donor. (Location: I I

On 7/21/60 ](protect) (requested!
(who has furnished reliable information in the past)

b6
b7C

1

b
b
b7C
b7D

b2

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

I

learned znaz
\

] was invited toE°a£tend a premiere snow-
ing of "The Idiot” by Soviet motion picture personalities
visiting in the Los Angeles area during late July, i960, for
the express purpose of viewing this premiere. Informant was
not in a position to know whether or not

|
lattended.

(Location: LA 100-17286-60)

The above Is being submitted for the Information of
the New York and Birmingham Offices. No further action is
being taken in this matter at this time by the Los Angeles
Office.

- 2 -

Cl

ho



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-08-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/sdb

URGENT 8-14-63 $-07 PN DE

TO SACS BIRMINGHAM 100-3077 AND LOS ANGELES.

PROM SAC NEV YORX 100-131548

CP, USA NEGRO QUESTION CP INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS. IS- C.

REFERENCE BIRMINGHAM TEL EIGHT FOURTEEN SIXTY THREE REQUESTING

IS NEGRO MALE,

b6
b7C

DESCRIPTIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHS.

| l
SIX FEET TALL, ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY LBS., SHORT KINKY BLACK HAIR,PART

ON LEFT SIDE. PHOTO BEING SENT AMSD.

DESCRIBED AS WHITE MALE, FIVE FEET

ELEVEN INCHES, ONE HUNDRED FIFTY POUNDS, FORTY YEARS OF AGE, MEDIUM

BUILD, BROWN EYES AND HAIR, DARK COMPLEXION.

LOS ANGELES REQUESTED TO FORWARD BY AMSD PHOTOGRAPHS OF I

TOGETHER WITH CURRENT CHARACTERIZATION TO NEW YORK AND BIRMINGHAM.

END AND PLS ACK....

LA 6-12 PM POST OFXX OK FBI LA RPR

BH 6-|l2 PM CST OK BXXFBI BH WEP

TKS



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-08-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PL J/sdto 8/24/63

AIBfKX* AIRMAIL

fmm

MBxesm, rai uoo-3-nt)
SACS, Xfi TOM (106-131548)

im mmues <100-24345)

SAC, BXRMQfGBAM (100-5077) (P)

subject: commbhist party, usa
KSCBO QgESTKHf
comromsT munmc* in iucul matters
is - c

Re Hew York teletype to Bureau, 8/13/63 { Hem York
teletype to Blrainghaa and Urn Angelwe, 8/14/03, and Lem Angeles
airtel, 8/13/63. \1 V6

Confidential Source advised that on 8/14/83
registered
ivingat Gaston Motel, Bireinghas, Alekaas, Soon 49. bo van driving

Chevrolet n«to»ohii» inuring c«ii«orni n XlraiiP*1 IsBBZMj Motel
atrai f I

I L representing UJXKLL I JOKES, Attoraey#-*t-Lav, was
registered and was asslgnod Soon 48. Pretest telephone call to
eotel cm 8/23/63 revealed I Icheckod out end of last week
end ham not ratnmad to aotel. Pretext also developed that

I Inst currently regiatered at eotel.

Check with source at Baited Airlines, Bisdnghae, re-
vealed that I I Mentioned in referenced Hew York
teletype, not listed as passenger arriving Bireinghaa on Suited
flight 681 on 8/14/63.

3 - Bureau (AM - Ml)
2 - Hew York (AM - BM)

'(5P
• lea Angeles (II - RM)

8—^ Bireinghas
1$*" inri-2-H IHS :/D0-ZH



SB 100-1877

Sources to date m* mw
isHmtUn to detaraiae 11 1

tt astel w 8/14/93, ia identical vithJ
la Bov York toll konvar, since ha «ot[
date at Oaetea Hotel ia adjoining rmom
be identical.

Efficient
vhomUtgal

laentloaed

it appeal* Be nay

IOB YORK refuested to deteraine if ldentleal.

It ia noted that I

Tort City hae been in Biraiaghaa several tia

noatfce ia coaaectioa with racial oituatioa.

|of Rev
in recent

Copies of this airtel furnished lom Angelee for
information.



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-08-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/3db c/w/63

AlRfSL

PIHECTOR, FBI {100-3-116}

FROM SAC, HEW YORK (100-151548)

SUBJECT: CP, USA
KBORO QUESTION
CONNimZST XHFLDENOS IN RACIAL MATTERS
IS * c

He Mw&nghaa airtel to the Uu^eau, dated Q/2b/(

Reairtel requested NY to determine whether* the

who registered at tha Gaston

of Lubell, Laos11 and Jones,

.

undoubtedly identical to the
- -

11 and Jonas, Attorneya-at- Lat

is an attorney in the €lm
and is therefore

t
UFBmsW J- JHfnall

mmmmm
Birmingham situation ami supposedly starring MARLON BRANDO

.

In view of the above Information, it is felt that
no further investigation is necessary,

3 - Bureau (lOO->116) (RH)
2 - Birmingham (100-5077). |RK)

Los Angeles (100-243*5) (W)
1 - Mm York (100-151548)

JPBiaibg
(hi

rjTaa-
Tscaschid ... fr

iN0EXE0 v

StRIALIZPD y<{|.Jll£D ..

A,iir/;a 196?"'

: FBI — LOS ANGtlTS



-^Best Copy Available

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-08-Z009

§S* SSM?

4 ##* lAJhMmfctlc* *

la i&e pa*** aMnriiHM *• 11018 v l|| 13^1* #% *
WNrtdU£$ tfe» JSm.SSW G^Mt**!**** ^ju--

vyiti MV? {MfSh it MM -syii^ I

% aamat mia? at «* iMt&isas t* ©«Mc n*
la iH# afg^h ^yadMMfc»i 4NJ0M* Si# 13M1*

la» &tm$4 1
I la im «aiy s* v»

fcHfci S* is flfC^rtTMT |Mi S4*»l** SM HWMWjtaft* 4* c

*ii MM aMMirug a# Mfeat If* IP?e *•'** MUl MtiMMMi 4# tm
fcy m* 19*1#

* ««mmm mmm *<**» &t# iMSSa&j* laifawAtisa
i* MM fftdU &3»4*MI «ft :Ura«#4 &£* l®€3b tMftfc <m» asm
***» «mi)| a MMAMf *f «Jm &M MmM» miS«5f IftCtiiS***

£€MS| |* $«|g|
MOV «*» lMpat% §i«

^

U»l|« ***

wmmmbiM Immii n»4 *&*£ aa* far*^ MUf *# ISA* *!*.«*•»*

A »9MW| ififl MftltflAttaaft lilfeimAiSH
Ha* vas imm facatiMi is mUaMMMt* at^cti «<»

Map** tt» li$3* inat I L * pMPi*» vfa»
mte as n» jygpSii

*#111 liim 4» Ht* « .. ti« !$*$• MlMM
atmi I I mil tm-fsi san* hm m'mfami Mmm CanaMM#**
a pe*^<*?«:u.W &s*m > a tfmxtt&i- &!«**«* -Jat

Flgmm* Jmmo&r&iiKt* meimm, €a&fttfttlJi» ;**«
aii^l**** M&I Htn m^%::M f Unit wteaiifkt
a«$ait SI* tsull* m» «rH.va ia ta** stats** ieftmttm
***&ia«t«a laftttmMiml *050*11 * it Istft a# au* Inpwi ft,

8-Bureau (100-3-116)
2-WFO
1-115th INTO, 0. S. Avssyr

^-Lob Angeles (137-6611
(1 -

( 1 -

(l - i00-u4345J
pg/hJksjnK

tmmiLi

^'i'aau



• •

The piam is scheduled to leave Washington, £*C. from Butler
Aviation Facility at 9:00 PM, August 58, 1963* arriving los
Angeles, at aidnigit August 23, 1963.

Another source, Mho has furnished reliable information
la tlie east, advised August 15» 1961* that «a August t, 1961,

l attended a special easting of the Sm Fernando
Valley Section, SCBCP, at #901 Biloxi Avenue, Worth Hollywood,
California, for CoaanavtBt firty (CP) Members ami guests* to
bear a report by the SC35CP Chairman vagarding a trip to the
Soviet Union. This meeting «as not restricted to CP aesfeers,

This document contains neither rucaaaaendatiomi nor
conclusions of the FBI* It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency? it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency*



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 08-20-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/srJ§/»3/»3

AIRTEL kin HAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, PBI (100-3-116)
ATTENTION: CIVIL RIfflWS SECTION,

GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

PROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-661)

RE: CFO'SA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMON1ST INFLUENCE IN
RACIAL MATTERS
IS - C

Re Bureau airtel 8/1/63* and Los Angeles airtel to
Bureau 8/21/63, captioned as above.

Attached herewith are 8 copies of a Letterhead
memo for the Bureau and 2 copies for #FQ concerning CF
members intending to participate in the March on Washington
(MOW) 8/28/63 . 1 copy is being furnished to Region II,
115 INTO, U.3. Army, Pasadena, California.

Thg attached Letterhead memo (USA) is classified
gggpjAeaatlgr bacauee information furnished brl l—

I and I I could reasonably result in identification
of confidential informants of continuing value and compromise
future effectiveness*

The travel plans of I I were furnished by
I and It is advised his name not be

LEAP

LOS ANGELES
*» - Bureau (Enel 1 s-8) (AM-RM)
2 - wfF© (Encl*s-2) (AM-RM)
L - Los Aaaeles

(1 -

(1 -

(1 - 100-243A5J
PPH/bjK

( 10 )



LA 157-661

AT LOd AMflBMJM. CA i.TgQBMlAt will determine
itinerary of |if

1

possible and advise Bureau
and WFO.



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GH&E
DATE 07-08-2009 ^0

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California
August 28, 1963

FRANK WILKINSON

A source, who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised on August 28, 1963 , that source had just
learned that FRANK WILKINSON was in Washington, D.C., in
connection with the "March on Washington". FRANK WILKINSON
is the Executive Secretary of the Citizens Committee to Preserve
American Freedoms (CCPAF)(See Appendix), 555 North Western Avenue,
Los Angeles, California, and is in Washington as a representative
of the CCPAF although he had not previously planned to attend the
"March on Washington". WILKINSON is also the Executive Director .

of the National Committee to Abolish the House ^ Un-American
Activities Committee (See Appendix).

WILKINSON is staying at the Carrol Arms Hotel,
Washington, D.C., and plans to be there until August 31, 19^3,
at which time he will return to Los Angeles.

ANNS BRADEN, from Louisville, Kentucky, is reportedly
in Washington also and WILKINSON plans to confer with her there.
Source had no further details as to the purpose of the confer-
ence between WILKINSON and BRADEN,

I I Louisville, Kentucky, a self-admitted
former member of the Communist Party, in Louisville, Kentucky,
testified on December 11, 1957 and December 13, 1957, in a
Jefferson County, Kentucky Court in connection with the pro-
secution of CARL BRADEN under a state sedition statute that CARL
BRADEN and his wife ANN BRADEN were known to | l as
members of the Communist Party in Louisville, Kentucky, from
January. 1051 ^ to December, 1954, which was during the period of

I I Communist party membership.

FI DENT IA>
Excluded^frOffiCaubomatic
downgrading and^^^^^^
'declassification

<£/ /\ S.5s



Prank Wilkinson

The source not identified in the attached appendix
page on the National Committee to Abolish the House *. > un-
American Activities, has furnished reliable information in the
past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency.



APPENDIX

6 6r

CITIZENS COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE AMERICAN FREEDOMS

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations", revised,
December 1, 1961, PP* 43-44, describes this committee as
follows

:

"The Citizens Committee to Preserve American
Freedoms * * * specializes in propaganda aimed at abolishing
the Committee on Un-American Activities and discrediting
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Created in Los Angeles
in 1952, the front organization is run by FRANK WILKINSON,
an identified Communist who recently resumed the full-time,
paid post of executive secretary after approximately a
year’s leave of absence to assist in a similar campaign
by another front in New York City, the Emergency Civil
Liberties Committee.

"When the Committee on Un-American Activities held
hearings in Los Angeles, September 2-5, 1958, to inquire
into the nature of the Party's recent reorganization in
California, the Citizens Committee to Preserve American
Freedoms sponsored a series of public meetings to protest
the hearings and the very existence of the Committee.
Communists subpoenaed as witnesses were guests of honor.

"At this time, leaders of the party's Southern
California District, were mobilizing Communists in the area
for participation in an intensified campaign to abolish
this committee of Congress. How the Citizens Committee to
Preserve American Freedoms served the party in this effort
was revealed by (Communist Party) District Chairman DOROTHY
HEALEY in a report to the party's Southern California
District Council on September 21, 1958. Mrs. HEALEY
declared that the party preferred public protest meetings
to be held by the Citizens Committee to Preserve American
Freedoms rather than under party auspices because Communists
could attend without danger of being exposed as members of the
party. She also noted that Communists scheduled as congressional
committee witnesses could not appear beforehand at openly
Communist rallies without creating the impression that the party
was conspiring with witnesses to withhold information from
the committee .

"

(Committee on Un-American Activities, House
Report 259 on the Southern California District
of the Communist Party, April 3 > 1959# PP. 7
and 8 .

)

APPENDIX

3



NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO
ABOLISH THE HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications" issued December 1, 1961, by the Committee on
Un-American Activites, U. S. House of Representatives,
page 115, contains the following citation regarding the
National Committee to Abolish the Un-American Activities
Committee (NCAUAC).

"Cited as a ’new organization’ set up in the
Summer of i960 to lead and direct the Communist Party’s
'Operation Abolition’ campaign. Seven of the national
leaders of this group have been identified as Communists.

( Committee . on Un-American Activities, House
Report 1278 on the Truth About the Film
’Operation Abolition, ’ Part 1, October 3*

1961, p. 5.)"

A source has advised that the NCAUAC changed
its name on’ March 3 ) 1962, to include the word "House"
in its name, thereby becoming known as the National
Committee to Abolish the House Un-American Activities
Committee (NCAHUAfC). a national meeting of this organization
was held in Chicago, Illinois, on April 27 and 28, 1963*



-
' ALL IIJFGRMATIOM COHTAIHEI^^
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE. 08-20-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/FLJ/sdB
8/28/63

PLAIN

AIRTEL AIR MIL

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116)
SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (157-257)

LOUISVILLE
ATTENTION: CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION,
GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-661)

RE : CP, USA,
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
IS - C

Re Bureau alrtel to Los Angeles, dated 8/1/63,

captioned as above.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eight (§) copies
of a letterhead memorandum, two copies for Washington Field, and
two copies for Louisville, concerning FRANK WILKINSON’S presence
in Washington for the "March on Washington" and a meeting with
ANNE BRADEN.

The source for this information is

4 - Bureau (Enel. 8)
(1 - 157-970)

2 - Washington Field (Enel. 2)
2 - Louisville (Enel. 2)

(ANN BRADEN)(ANN BRADEN)
Los Angeles
(1 - 100-16439
ll - 100-41016
tl - 100-24345
(1 -

RAP:edd }
(13)

'

[FRANK WILKINSON)
CCPAF)

l NEGRO QUESTION

)



LA 157-661

The attached letterhead memorandum is classified
cause data reported from could

reasonably result in the identification or connaential
informant of continuing value and compromise future effective-
ness thereof.

- 2 -



DE CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY OmttVID FP.OH:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-0S-2009

Los Angeles, California
September 26, 1963

A source, who has furnished reliable infoTlfptton
In the past, advised on September 26, 1963, that lt'**is
learned that the above individuals did not attend the
March on Washington as originally planned. She source stated
teat the|

| mere tied up in Mexico City* Mexico, and
returned directly from Mexico city to Los Angeles, California,
about early September, 1963.

This Bourse stated that| |and|
|

as of September 26, 1963, continued co be active members in
tee scientist and Snglneers Club, Professional - Cultural
Section, Southern California District Communist Party (SCBCP)

.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property of tee FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

8 - Bureau
2 - Los Angeles

(1 - 157-661 )

PPHjML
( 10) DENTON

gaCup

*t- i ucctL frpa^auto^atio

Ai-vr£vpt*tng and

ification

/& * !

!



ILL IMFOKHATI 01 COHTAIHED ^
HERE II 15 UNCLASSIFIED '

. DATE 08-20-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/sdb'

<%

AXHfEL

9/26/63

AIR MAIL (REGI3TSRED)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-1*6)

FROM: SAC, LOS ANCELSE (100-2434$)

RE: COMMUNIST PARTT* USA
NEGRO question
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
IS - C

Re Los Angeles Airtel, 9/85/63.

Attaoiu
memo concerning [
who 414 not attei

irawltfa ere eight copies of a letterhsad
I and l I

STSwlTon Washington, 8/28/63,

The source utilised isj

the attached Information to SAr_
on 9/26/63.

10 furnished
I orally

The attached letterhead memo la classified
caBfideettal because information furnished lar i

eould reasonably result in the identification of a
confidential Informant of continuing valise and compromise
future effectiveness.

Bureau (rm) (Enel. -8)
Los Angeles
( 1- 157-661 )

S r.A

serialized

Riled

PPHiML
(5)



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEKEDI IS TJIJCLAS S IFIED

DATE 07-03-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLG

Routing Slip

0 -7 (Rev.^a -6-621

TO: SAC,

PI Albany

( |
Albuquerque

| |
Anchorage

Pi - Atlanta

I |
Baltimore

t~ [ Birmingham
I j Boston
1 | Buffalo

Butte a

j 1
Charlotte J

j 1 Chicago

B Cincinnati
Cleveland

I \ Dallas

j | Denver
i 1 Detroit

H E1 Paso
Honolulu

(Copies to Offices Checked)

J
Houston

j
Indianapolis

j
Jacksonville

J
Kansas City

]
Knoxville

J
Las Vegas

]
Little Rock

] Los Anq ele~sI?

j
Louisville

}
Memphis

j
Miami
Milwaukee

j
Minneapolis

j
Mobile

j
Newark

j
New Haven
New Orleans

j
New York City

I | Norfolk

I 1 Oklahoma City

| |
Omaha

| 1
Philadelphia

I | Phoenix
| j

Pittsburgh

1 1 Portland

1 j
Richmond

{ | St. Louis
1 1 Salt Lake City

I 1 San Antonio

B Sairt Olego
San Francisco

1 j San Juan
F
~

1

Savannah
I I Seattle

B Springfield
Tampa

\ |
Washingtom Field

f~] Quantlco |

TO LEGATt
I I

Bern
| | Bonn
I 1

Londonn Madrid

1 1 .Manila

| 1
Mexico, D. F.

( I Ottawa

B Paris ^
Rome

| j Rio de Janeiro

1 I Tokyo

53/63

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

1 1 For information |j£} For appropriate action Q] Surep, by ...

j 1
The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report, j conceal
all sources,

| p paraphrase contents.

[ \
Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA -- - - -

:

-
- -

dated

Remark.: The following instructions should be
followed in the preparation of the quarterly
report concerning the Communist Party, USA, for
the quarter ending 9/30/63 and all future such
reports. Information concerning "Negro Question"
and "Negro Question-Communist Influence in Racial
Matters" should be reported in a section of the
report captioned "Negro Question-Communist Influ-
ence in Racial Matters." Bufile for this section
should be Indicated as 100-3-116. The use of
Bufile 100-3-75 has been discont^ued.^^z-s ^



Rooting Slip

CT-7 (Bevr4-6-62)

TO: SAC,

)ffices Checked)

!
j
Albany

1 1 Houston [‘ "
j
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' 1
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j
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j [
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j
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I j
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1
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1
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1
1
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* E: CPUSA

j |
New Haven

r ]
New Orleans

j 1
New York City

j |
Seattle

[

~~] Springfield

j j
Tampa

n ,
9/30/63 , y h-t-r

"*L-

j . u.i)

iigsaa^Quas^iOH
COISrJllST IN7LU3KCS IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

I JfJ

1 1
.For information For appropriate action

j 1
Surep, by -

i

j
The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report,

| j
conceal

all sources,
[ \

paraphrase contents.

j |

Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA —
dated

. r-
y

• /,.«,*

Remarks: SEE ATTACHED

ML INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE IN 15 UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-09-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/sdb

Enclosure(s)

Bufile 100-3-116
Urfile

js^^iESimil
I o j'--- y . - i/

LT FBb-MiS ANffElES ^ n



CPUSA
IOGRD QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Eecause of the increasing importance
which the Bureau is attaching to captioned
matter and the necessity for giving all
aspects of this matter preferred attention,
the following instruction is effective
immediately#

Bureau investigations of individuals
and organizations other than the CPUSA are
continually developing information pertinent'
to captioned matter# Such information
is frequently submitted under the caption
of an individual or an organization other
than the Party# In the future all informa-
tion developed relating to communist
influence in racial matters should be
submitted under the above caption. If
the information would normally have been
submitted under some other caption, it
will be permissible to use a dual caption,
the first being that above#

Good judgment should be applied in
implementing this instruction# For example, .

if a lengthy communication is to be
directed to the Bureau in seme other caption
and only a small portion of It relates to
instant matter, submit that portion in a
separate communication under instant caption
and handle the remainder under the appro-
priate caption#

This instruction is not intended to
apply to all information developed in
racial matters but only to that concerning
communist influence in racial matters# v

Page 2



0-9 (Rev. 12-13-56)

r <

ALL INFORMmON C OBTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-09-2009 BY 60322/BcPLfeP/PL J/sdb

Date: 10-2-63

Transmit the following in

Via Airtel

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

v^From:

SAC, Los Angeles
(100-24345)

Director, FBI (100-3-116)

PERSONAL ATTENTION

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Reurairtel 9-19-63 which was presumed to be
responsive to Buairtel 9-17-63 requesting information as to
the identity of party members who actually participated in
the 8-28-63 March on Washington.

Because your airtel 9-19-63 was not fully responsive,
the Bureau, by airtel 9-23-63, furnished the necessary instruc-
tions for you to follow.

The Bureau is now in receipt of two airtels from
your office dated 9-25 and 26-63, each of which contains as
an enclosure a letterhead memorandum (LHM) of same date as
the airtel. Certain inadequacies are noted in these
communications as outlined below.

First, as to the 9-25-63 LHM: The opening paragraph
states that the information in the LHM was furnished by sources
who have furnished reliable information in the past. The
second paragraph commences with n It was determined on
9-25-63...." This is not in accord with reporting procedures.
A source should be indicated in such language as "A confidential
source advj seri nn 9m25»63. . .

.
" The second paragraph states "As

of 8-23-631 was a current member of...." This is
likewise not in accord with reporting procedures. A source
should be indicated such as in the language "A second
confidential source advised...." Comments as to the second
paragraph are equally applicable to the fourth paragraph.

< ftp -373 *751:

SERIAL)

OCT# 1963

pair—LOS ANGELAS. „

Sent Via



Airtel to Los Angeles
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
100-3-116

The fifth paragraph states I L attended
a meeting of the San Fernando Valley Section, SCDCP, North
Hollywood, California, 8-4-61." Here again a source is not
indicated and Bureau observations as to paragraph 3 are
equally applicable as to paragraph 5.

In further reference to paragraph 5, a question
immediately arises in the mind of a reader as to whether or
not. I I i s now a Party member or was a Party member as of
8-4-61. A review of Bufile cnnrerninH _ireveals that
the Los Angeles report of SAl I, 8-15-62,
contains information in paragraph 2, page 2, concerning
Rinaldo's attendance at the meeting in question, 8-4-61. The
report, however, contains a qualification to the effect that
the meeting was for Party members and guests and was not
restricted to Party members. If this information requires
qualification as contained in the report and if the circum-
stances surrounding the information known about the meeting have
not changed, it would appear that the qualification still exists.

The following is noted concerning your airtel and
LHM of 9-26-63. The t.hm contains in the caption the names

,
Land I

L The airtel
rerers to

|
andl I " The

manner of sexung xne names out in the airtel was not an
ideal one as it raised a question as to|

|
last name and

required Rufi le review to resolve. Furtner, tne LHM concerning
the ! I reports that these individuals did not attend the
March although they had originally planned to. Unless there
has been a previous LHM submitted by your office which reported
their plans, the Bureau would not now desire to disseminate
the information in the 9-26-63 LHM. If they had previously
been reported as planning to attend, the Bureau would disseminate
the current information that they did not attend.

rerers to
manner of

-2-



Airtel to Los Angeles
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
100-3-116

In light of all the observations set out above, you
are now instructed to furnish the Bureau, by return airtel,
a revised LHM in accordance with the following. It should be
captioned as instant airtel rather than with the names of
the individuals involved. It should report the information in
the 9-25-63 IBM according to reporting procedures and, if
possible a more substantial and up-to-date characterization
of

| |
should be set forth, include the information from

your 9?26-63 ihm only if the information concerning the plans
of the

| |

has previously been set out in an LHM.

Your airtel 9-25-63 also advised that you are
attempting to determine whether other individuals who had
planned to attend the March actually did so. If at all

P
ossible, include any positive information developed since
-25-63 on these other individuals.

Afford this matter expeditious attention.



ALL IHFORl^MH COHTAIHED

HERE II IS WBLASSIFIED
DATE 08-20-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/sdti

10/4/63

AIRTEL AIR MAIL

DIRECTOR, RBI (100-3-116)

SAC, LOS AH0ELE3 (100-24345)

COMMDMIST fARTI, 08A
NEGRO QUESTION
COKKBNIST INFLUENCE IK RACIAL RATTERS
IS - C

ReBuAirtel IO/2/63 .

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eight copies
of a Letterhead Memorandum regarding participation of CP
members and/or sympathisers in the March on Washington (ROW).

Regarding the documentation ofl I Informants
currently furnishing In formation regarding the San Fernando
Valley Section, SCDCP, which section encompasses! I

residence, , and who are acquainted with him cannot place him
in the CP at the current time.

Regarding and I I the Los Angeles
Office did furnish unaer above caption an airtel dated
8/21/63. enclosing Letterhead Memorandum captioned I I

I dated 8/21/63 ,

which reported the ! I Intention to attend the MOW.
Therefore, in compliance with reBuAirtel dated 10/2/63,
the fact that they did not attend is included In enclosed
Letterhead Memorandum.

Pretext interview referred to In enclosed Letterhead
Memorandum is a pretext telephone call to I

|
at

his residence on 9/30/63 by SA I l as a fictitious
person attempting to have him speak to a group regarding the MOW.

5- Bureau (Encs. - 8 ) (Registered)
P Los Angeles (100-24345)

(

(1- LA 157-o6i)(M0W)

TJA:JM
(5)

fD -r

i/.oVs o 'J J



LA 100-24345

The following sources were utilized j

Confidential source #1:
" " #2 :

Enclosed Letterhead Memorandum is classified u
Coi)££3feTff£&

because information furnished by confidential sources 1''through 9,
listed above, could reasonably result in the identification
of confidential informants of continuing value and compromise
the future effectiveness thereof.

2



DICLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

Los Angeles. California
October 4, 1963

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL NATTERS

A confidential source advised on September 25, 1963, b(

that
! |

recently publicly stated that he departed b:

Los Angeles, California, on August 27, 1963, by chartered flight
for Washington, D.C., arriving August 28, 1963* I

]
partici-

pated in the March on Washington (NOW) on August 2d. 19o3. but source
could not determine the extent to which| [participated In
the HOW.

[voluntarily assisted the
FBI from late J.957 until septeraDer 22, 1963, when she
testified before the Subversive Activities Control Board at
Washington, D.C. Prior to her disclosure, she was a member
of the Mexican Commission. Southern California District
Communist Party (SCDCP). I I advised ©11 September 10,
1963, that

| |
was present as a member of the Mexican

Commission at; a meeting of the SCDCP Executive Board on
September 5, 1963* b(

b"

"The Valley Mews & Green Sheet," a regularly published
newspaper at Van Wuys, California, carried an article tn the
September 24, 1963, edition, announcing that

| I
would,

on September 25, 1963, give a report at the Sherman Oaks,
California, Democratic Club regarding his experiences while
attending the HOW in the capacity of a "reporter-photographer."
This article stated that| would illustrate his report
by showing photographs and slides taken by him at the MOW,

t
second confidential source advised on September 1,

Iwas In attendance at a Section Meeting
of the 21st - 22nd Section (San Fernando Valley Section), SCDCP,
on I 1 According to this source, this meeting was
open only to Communist Party members

. b(

b
""

A third confidential source advised on August 15, 1961, b
that

|
| was present at a meeting of the San Fernando

Valley Section, SCDCP, on
|

\ which meeting was not
restricted to CP members

.

8- Bureau -

2- Los Angeles ( IOC *2?
(1- 157-661) Krt

TJA:^L,
(l<) ^ 0* (dec

* 4%r bj lTTfjn



COMMUNIST PARTI, USA —
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

A fourth confidential source advised on March 12,
1961, that although Ben Rinaldo was not present at a meeting
of the 21st - 22nd CD Section, SflDCP. held on
a CP member present referred to] |as being a member of
a CP club In that Section.

A fifth confidential source advised on June 5, 1961,
that prior to a meeting of a Marxist class sponsored by the
San Fernando Section Council of the SCDCP on I 1 one
member present referred to l I who was not present at
this meeting, as a member of the Studio City Club, which is a
club within the San Fernando Talley Section, SCDCP.

A sixth confidential source advised on September 26,

1963> that
| |

and his wife,
| |, did not

attend the MUW as originally planned because or commitments in
Mexico City, Mexico, and they returned directly to Los Angeles
in early September from Mexico City..—This nomv.e advised that
as of September 26, 1963. 1 l and continued to
be active members in the Scientist and Engineers Club,
Professional - Cultural Section, SCDCP.

A seventh confidential source advised on September 27,
1963, that on September 26, 1963, a meeting of the Valley
Chapter, Women for Legislative Action (WLA J (See Appendix} was
held at the Colonial House. North Hollywood, California. According
to this source, was the featured speaker and she
reported her attendance at the MOW, August 28, 1963, at Washington,
D.C., as an official delegate from the WLA Council. According
to this source,] I reported her activity only as a partici-
pant In the MOw^ This source advised she had no Information
regarding the attendance of

| 1 at the MOW,

An eighth confidential source, on April 17, 1963,
furnished the April, 1963. Bulletin of the Evening Chapter,
WLA. which describes | as the Legislative I I

Iof the Chapter.

By means of a suitable pretext interview conducted
by a Special Agent of the fbt on September 30, 1963* It was
determined from I I that he attended the MOW.
August 28, 1963, at Washington, D.C., with his wife, I I

I He stated he attended only as a private citizen and
had no official capacity or any official connection with any
committees in connection with the MOW.



A ninth confidential source advised during
February, 1963, that

|

[ was present at a
meeting of the Long beacn uurrenC~Events Forum (See
Appendix) on I I at Long Beach, California.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to youragencyj it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.



1

LA 100 “24345
LONG BEACH CURRENT EVENTS FORUM (LBCEF), aka.

A source advised on April 23, 1963, that the LBCEF
was conceived by and discussed by the Long Beach Communist
Party Club, Southern California District Communist Party
(SCDCP) during the summer of i960 . It was setup to function
as an educational and study group, featuring speakers on various
topics of current interest. It has been regarded by the
Communist Party (CP) as a potential source for recruits into the
CP. Its first meeting was held in October, i960 .

Source further advised that the primary purpose
of the LBCEF has been to set up an educational and study group
for recruitment of persons into the CP. Some of its leaders
and featured speakers have been CP members. The CP discusses,
evaluates, and supports and directs the activities of the
LBCEF.

APPENDIX

V

4
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LA- 100 “2434 5

WOMEN FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION

A source advised on May 1, 1963* that the Women
for Legislative Action was formed in 1952, claiming to be
an independent organization dedicated to non-partisan par-
ticipation in legislative and civic activities. Its position
in favoring or opposing legislation usually parallels the
position of the Communist Party and related groups. It also
supports legislation to abolish the House Committee on Un-
American Activities. Membership in the Women for Legislative
Action does not, of itself, connote membership in or sympathy
with the Communist Party.

APPENDIX

5



FP-323 (Rev. 1 1-29-61)

$J9ti

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Los Angeles* California

October 4, 1963

Title COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

Character

Reference

INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Los Angeles
Memorandum dated and captioned
as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

infoimation in the past.

ILL INFORHATI ON CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-09-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/sdI)

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.



AIL IHFOPMATION COBTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED " A* ''>•
.

DATE 07-09-2009 BY 6Q3?2/UCASf./?L3/Sdb

1/13/63

I

Airtol
, / J / 7/

—

:% /y^
. j

Hot «AC,Loe Angeloa <l*T-d61) HMOIIAl, ATflkTIOW

Iroo: Director, FBI (100-3-116)

OQMTOlTTfT PUtTf. fill

IQMKP 66BSVI0V - -
b6

CflBjWMIiT ' IX ftMAt-mw b7c

lMmiuo, saemm - c

laiiiiyltl 0/lT/63 tO MHrtl offleM including
Im Aagtiit, ttvu pointed out tkat prior to the i/Si/63
toreh od iuiiMtoa infomation ms reeeired iron a nuaber
of effiew, including Loa Angolan, tkat Party naMrs planned
to attend tko larch bat tkataa of 9/17/63 on—uni catIona
had not boon received ftrat il* indicated offices, Including
Lew Angeles, identifying those 9arty neebere bacon to kave
actually attended the karch. Ike aM«Mltr i« tko iuroau
to tikt a tarrdw&flv* analgia of tkereeulte of tko Karch,
particularly la reepeet to partlclpatlea by Partyaeabere,
can pointed oat. feu were instructed teadviee tko fttmt,
by returaairtel, of Indorsation concerning the mothers and
iiMliUM of Party n—havs who actually traveled to Washlagtea,
D. C«,to participate in the Karch. Furtl*r t you core instructed
that laforoatiou tkat could bo dleeselaatCd im to ho included
la a letterhead ae—raadun aeo—panyiag tko reply airtol.

keurairtel 0/19/63 ehich referenced Buairtel 9/17/63
and which apparently lo in response to tko latter, tbur
airtol eauaereted eertain coeaunicattoao aulknitted by your
offleo and stated tkat tkoao ooeaunicatioae identified certain
Party aeabere **e participating lo tko Iterek oa faehington on
1/36/83.* It la aotod tkat the co—unloatlons enu—rated
in your airtol 6/19/63 are alrtela and letterhead a—oranda
dated 6/81.33,37/63. Ac all tkoao ng—uiohtlone ooro dated
prior to the Karch It la obvioite tkat tfcir oould not hare
idoatifiod poraona oho aotuallr aartlolaaiod In the Karch.
four airtol 6/10/63 la, therefore, iWfrAipgnolvo to Bualrtol
•nt/m.

, . w-
'

1 r ~_"T
'

' ' ?

- Lif t /



Alrtol to tof iuiiM o.JpT
Bit OOMBimiST WUITY , BSA^

UMBO QWHHPlfflf'

cxxmmiBT iwlwmci n racial mattim
100-3.116

You *r« now laofructofto furniab tfco Bureau
by return alrtol & fully reoaonotve rwwmimtinittiin >ml .

Include vltfc it a letterbea4 M«M»rand«i wbiei will identify
tboso Virtjf wttfeorn who yuri&Hpftt«<i in tin March an* nay
other lnforMtlw of value eucb ao whether or not they
conducted any forty activity during the March or wore Merely
pasalre pertlelpaate.

attention*
file Matter Meat receive noat enyeditloue



DICLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-09-2009

Los Angeles, California
September 30, 1963

A soiree who has furnished reliable information
in the past advised on September 27, 1963, that on September 26,
1963, a meeting of the Valley Chapter, Women for Legislative
Action (WLA) {see appendix), was held at the Colonial House.
Worth Hollywood, California, The source statedl

|

|was the featured speaker and that she told about
having attended the Karch on Washington, August 28 , 1963, as
the official delegate of the WLA Council. was heard
to state on this occasion that she “stayed over two extra
days to lobby with California Congressmen.

“

Sources who have furnished reliable information
in the past advised in April, 1963, that in the April, 1963,
bulletin for the Evening Chapter of the WLA. Valley Chanter,

I I was listed as Legislative I I

The source quoted above who attended the meeting
at which I Imade the above described statements,
could not elaborate any further on| (activities while
in attendance at the March on Washington, And this source
has no information as to any activities on the part of

|
regarding his possible participation in the

arch.

By means of a suitable pretext by a Special Agent
of the FBI on September 30, 1963, it was determined through

I that he attended the March on Washington
August 2b, 1963, with his wife, but that he , [

attended as a “private citizen" and had no ornciai capacity
or any official connection with any committees in connection
with the March.

8 - Bureau (REGISTERED) (100-3-116)
<^2;- Los Angeles

<fTi - 100-24345)
" (I - 157-661)

7
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Sources who have furnished reliable information
in the past advised in February, 1963# that there was a
nesting of the Long Beach Current Events Forum (see appendix)
on February 8. 1963, at Long Beach, California, and that

|
was present.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; It and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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AIRTEL AIR MAIL REGISTERED

TO i DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116)

FROMsQ SAC, IDS ANOEIES (100-243*5)

REj CP, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
IS - C

Re Los Angeles alrtel to Bureau 9/25/63.

Attached herewith are eight copies of a letterhead
jaamo-cancerning the participation of I I and I

|ln the March on Washington 8/28/63.

•Hie pretext referred to in the attached letterhead
Memo is a pretext telephone call to I let his
residence, Loa Angeles, California, 9/30/63* under guise of
a fictitious person attempting to get him to speak at a
group regarding the March on Washington.

The source utilized in the attached letterhead
memo is I I who orally furnished information to SA

1 9/27/63. This source could furnish no
additional information regardingl (activities
than that which is set forth in attached letterhead memo,
and had no knowledge of the activities of

|

|while
he attended the March on Washington.

The following a
I and

ouroes were utilized:

The attached letterhead memo is classified cohfidecctja]
because information furnished by I loould reasonably
result in the identification of a confidential informant of
continuing value and compromise the future effectiveness thereof,

- Bureau (Enel. -8)
\\ /£)- Los Angeles (1 - 157-661)
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SAC LETTER NO. 63-50
October 1, 1963

Z
RACIAL/ MATTERS — The history of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA),
is replete with its attempts to exploit, influence and recruit the
Negro. The March on Washington, August 28, 1963* was a striking
example as Party leaders early put into motion efforts to accrue
gains for the CPUSA from the March. The presence at the March of
around 200 Party members, ranging from several national functionaries
headed by CPUSA General Secretary Gus Hall to many rank-and-file
members, is clear indication of the Party's favorite target (the
Negro) today.

All indications are that the March was not the ’’end

of the line" and that the Party will step up its efforts to exploit
racial unrest and in every possible way claim credit for. itself
relating to any "gains" achieved by the Negro. A clear-cut
indication of the Party's designs is revealed in secret information
obtained from a most sensitive source that the Party plans to hold
a highly secretive leadership meeting in November, 1963., which will
deal primarily with the Negro situation. The Party has closely guarded
plans for Gus Hall to undertake a "barnstorming" trip through key
areas of the country to meet Party people and thus better prepare
himself for the November meeting.

In order for the Bureau to cope with the Party ' s efforts
and thus fulfill our responsibilities in the security field, it is
necessary that we at once intensify our coverage of communist
influence on the Negro. Fullest consideration should be given to
the use of all possible investigative techniques in the investigation
of the CPUSA, those communist fronts through which the Party channels
its influence, and the many individual Party members and dupes.
There is also an urgent need for imaginative and aggressive tactics
to be utilized through our Counterintelligence Program for the
purpose of attempting to neutralize or disrupt the Party's
activities in the Negro field. Because of the Bureau's responsibility
for timely dissemination of pertinent information to the Department
and other interested agencies, it is more than ever- necessary that
all facets of this matter receive prompt handling.

44
ISFRiAl
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Because of the Party's intensified efforts to render in-
fluence in racial matters, the Bureau is closing its subfile 100-3-75
relating to CPUSA - Negro Question. ' All information to be reported
relating to the Negro question, as well as communist influence in
racial matters, should be hereafter reported in Bureau file 100-3-116
relating to CPUSA, Negro Question - Communist Influence i-n—Ra-cial
Matters. This instruction as to the administrative handling of
this matter is effective immediately and should be followed in the

preparation of the quarterly report concerning the CPUSA for the
quarter ending September 30, 1953- The necessary Manual changes
will follow.

The contents of this SAC Letter should be brought to the
attention of all appropriate Agent personnel so that they will be
fully alert to the urgency of this matter. The following offices
should submit to the Bureau, by letter under above caption due 30
days from date of this SAC Letter, an analysis of their current
coverage of communist activities in the Negro field plus details
of their plans for intensifying such coverage: Baltimore, Boston,
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, Newark, New York,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San Francisco and Seattle.
Also, those 16 offices which are participating in the Counter-
intelligence Program on a continuing basis should include in their
next monthly letters due at the Bureau by October 15* 1963* any
plans they may have to neutralize or disrupt any Party activities
in the Negro field. Such information should be set out under the
category "Possible Counterintelligence Activity." After submission
of the October letter, all offices will remain alert for future possible
situations involving the Party and the Negro which have disruptive
potential and submit them to the Bureau under the Counterintelligence
Program caption.

Page 2
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Date: November 12, 1963

Transmit the following in __

Via Airtel

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

To: Los Angeles
^ Philadelphia

Seattle

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-09-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRF/PLJ/sdb

From: / Director, FBI (100-3-116)

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

caption.
Re SAC Letter 63-50 (E)

, 10/1/63, bearing above

Designated offices, including recipients of

instant airtel, were to furnish the Bureau, within 30

days, an analysis of current coverage of communist activ-

ities in the Negro field plus details of plans for
intensifying such coverage.

By return airtel receiving offices should submit
information requested. If already submitted, advise date

and caption of communication.

:
L
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AIRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

TO i DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116)

FROM : SAG, LOS ANGELES (100-24345)
(157-635)

SUBJECT; COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Re SAC Letter 63-50 dated 10-1-63 and Bureau
alrtel 11-12-63.

The most recent survey conducted In the
Los Angeles Division disclosed that there are 55 active
Negro Communist Party (CP) members In this Division.
Almost all of these are concentrated in the Moranda
Smith Section, which Is in the predominantly Negro
area of Los Angeles. On the Section level, Los Angeles
has the following Informant coverage;

On the club level In the Moranda Smith Section,
Los Angeles has the following Informant coverage:

X- Bureau (AIR MAIL
2 - Los Angeles

WJW:mak
(5)

REGISTERED)
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LA 100-24345
IA 157>635

As can be seen from the above, more than one-
third of the Negro CP members in the Los Angeles Division
are informants of this office. It appears that no
intensification of coverage in this field Is needed at the
present time In the Los Angeles Division.

Los Angeles has done extensive work in an effort to
combat communist Influence in racial matters by establishing
and maintaining contact with leading Negroes in the
Los Angeles Division in the churches, in newspapers, and in
Negro business firms, as the Bureau has been kept advised
by letters under various dates under the caption "LIAISON
WITH GROUPS SPONSORING INTEGRATION, RACIAL MATTERS"
(Bufile 157-6-26).

Informants familiar with Negro activities have
advised that the Southern California District Communist
Party (SCDCP) has made no organized effort to control
or dominate legitimate Negro organizations In Southern
California. As an example, the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) is often mentioned
at Party meetings and CP members are urged to join and
become active in the NAACP. However, those few CP members
who take out membership in the NAACP do not become active,
and leaders of the NAACP In the Los Angeles area make every
effort to keep CP members out of the NAACP. Only one current
CP member is known to be active in the Los Angeles Branch
of the NAACP, and he reportedly exercises no influence
In the Branch.

- 2 -



LA. 100-24345
LA. 157-635

*
, ,

Mich discussion is held at Party meetings
concerning the role the CP has played in the Negro
field In the past, and the importance of Party
participation In the Negro struggle, but the Party's
activity in this field, as an organization, seems to
be limited to discussion only, with no concrete plans
for action being formulated in this area.

In accordance with instructions contained in
referenced SAC Letter, pertaining to "Possible
Counterintelligence Activity," that matter was discussed
in Los Angeles letter of 10-28-63 captioned "COMMUNIST
PARTY, USA, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, IS - C,"
(Bufile 100-3-104-26, Los Angeles 100-54554.)

- 3 -
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SINAmA, MARTIN, DAMS, JR. I

Clan Promises

Big Show Fri.
Curtains at the newly

named John F. Kennedy Me-
morial Auditorium (formerly

Santa Monica Civic Auditor-
ium ) will definitely go up
Friday, Dec. 6, at 8:30 p.m.

f

for the gigantic “Stars For
Freedom” show, starring

j

Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin,

j

Sammy Davis, Jr., and feat-

uring the music of Nelson

,

Riddle and his orchestra.

All performers are donat-
ing their services to raise
funds for the NAACP, CORE
and the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference,

As Davis observed at his

Warner Bros, studio pres^
conference when he firs:
announced the show, “It’ \

w*&y to praise the acconj -

:

plishments of the courageous
workers in the civil rights
organizations, but in the face
of police dogs^ hoses and

jails, the one kind of sup-

port that has real, practical

meaning is money to keep
going. That is why we are
are presenting ‘Stars for

Freedom’.” Total proceeds

will be divided equally among
the three groups after a do-

nation to the Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Com-
mittee.

|

Each of the artists has re-

hearsed an individual concert
set for the program. How-
ever, all they will reveal
about the finale, which they
insist on billing as a large

question mark, is that they
will be onstage together im-
provising what may very like-

ly amount to another com-
plete show and that it will be
“full of surprises.” Later,

Sinatra, Martin, Davis and
Riddle are inviting all mem-
bers of the audience who
have bought tickets costing

$50 or more to an “after-

party” where a buffet will be
served. —

*
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J
\
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i 1 *.

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, NEGRO QUESTION '

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS # 1:1

is = c ~ r l

Re New York airtel to Bureau* 12/24/63 entitled
CPUSA-ORGAN1ZAT

I

ON ; IS=C,and Bulet to New York, copy Chicago
1/3/64 captioned as above, concerning neeting of National
Negro Commission CPUSA.

CG 5824-S* was advised on 1/6/64 by GUS HALL that
a meeting of the CPUSA National Negro Commission and the
GPUSA Trade Union Commission will be held in Chicago during
the period 2/22=24/64 at a place to be decided by CLAUDE
LIGHTFOOT, Illinois District Chairman. It was learned that
both of these meetings will not necessarily take place on
all three days since some of the individuals scheduled to
attend these meetings will participate in both meetings and
therefore they cannot be held at the same time.

Bureau (RM)
Baltimore (RM)
Cleveland (RM)
Detroit (RM)
Los Angeles (RM
New York (RM) (

Philadelphia (R
'Pittsburgh (RM)
San Francisco C

(100=151548)

=33756 (CP, USA, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)

5ERIAU?ED.j£^RED.J?ku

f/jM 1 » 1964 ,

r IELES
.
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CG 100=40624

Chicago will closely follow and advise of the develop-
ments relating to the setup of these meetings through CG 5824-S*
and other established sources .

Yritb- regard to, the CPUSA Rational Negro Commission raeel

It is hoped that
I will attend although ha is unaware of the scheduled

meeting? at

Xf±*£i.. ir
|

t ’ ard the CPISA Trade Union Commission meeting,
it is hoped that a member of the Industrial Council of b2

the Illinois DisU'lYJi, Will 'attend . In view of the national scope b7D”

of both of these eeeticgs, recipient offices are requested to be
alert for ary additional possible informants who sight attend these
ulii vt fc' cl o-* *L o- make reeorarsendat ions to the Bureau and Chicago with i

regax*d to their attendance

.

This office will remain alert for the utilization of
other investigative techniques if and when the place of these
meetings is determined and will make appropriate requests to the
Bureau

.

The above information at the present time is of a most
confidential nature and it is recommended that recipient offices
not discuss the contemplated meetings with their informants at
this time

«

For the information of the Bureau, this information was
5824 and GUS HALL

possibly a fewon 1/6/ 654, and to ujr knowledge CLAUDS LXGHTPOGT and possibly a few
others of the National Board may be the only ones to have knowledge
of the specific dates of these meetings

•
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Date: 1/13/64

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code

)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116)

~l

-1

I

FROM ;

SUBJECT:

SACJ CHICAGO (100-40624)

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION, COMMUNIST
INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
IS - C

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau dated 1/8/64,
concerning meeting of National Negro Commission
scheduled to be held in Chicago.

On 1/13/64, 1 ladvised that on 1/11/64,
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, Chairmianof the Illinois District, had
advised this source that a meeting of the Negro Commission
Communist Party (CP), USA, would be held in Chicago during
February, 1964. LIGHTFOOTl indicated that I I had
been nominated as a’ member 5of the National Negro Commission
and would be invited to attend this meeting. According
to LIGHTFOOT there was some disagreement between himself
and BEN DAVIS, National CP Functionary, because DAVIS

3 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Baltimore (RM)
2 - Cleveland (RM)
2 - Detroit (RM)
<23- Los Angeles (RM)
2 - New York (100-15148) (RM)
2 - Philadelphia (RM)
2 - Pittsburgh (RM)
2 - San Francisco (RM)
2 - Chicago

(1 -I 1

PHK/sfs
(21 )

be
\

blC

b2
|

b7D

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Pet



CG 100-40624

desired to open the Negro Commission Meeting with a
report without prior consultation with the various
districts. LIGHTFOOT felt the Commission Meeting should
be opened with reports from each area and then DAVIS
could summarize and draw conclusions from these reports,

LIGHTFOOT at this time did not indicate the
exact date of the meeting or the exact place it would
be held.

Recipient offices are requested to continue
to be alert to any additional possible informants to
attend the meeting as indicated in referenced airtel.
The information concerning this meeting continues to
be of a most confidential nature and it is recommended
that recipient offices not discuss the contemplated meet-
ing with their informants at this time.
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SAC, LOS ANGELES

1/20/64

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
ATLANTA DIVISION

Re Atlanta letter 12/17/63.

The current telephone directory for taa Angeles. reflects
that i besides at I _ I

On December 31# 1963, ss i 1 caused a check to
be aiane of records of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company,
Loa Angeles, which disclosed that the number AD 2-34% Is listed
to the Victory Baptist Church, 4802 McKinley Street, Los Angeles.

On January 15, 1964, IC I ~~l caused a check
to he made of records of the Retail Merchants Credit Association
,ln IDS .Angeles, These records reveal thatl I

I wlfe
| I lives at I 1

Los Angeles, formerly at I I and
id |

at the Victory Baptist Church in Los Angeles*

Los Angeles indices contain numerous references to
I I dating back to the late 1940’s. He has been on
the mailing list of a number of subversive organisations, and
has been active in the civil rights movement, however, he is not
known to have been a member of or closely affiliated with the
Communis t Party or front gropna.—The .most recent Information con-
cerning him was furnished by|

|
who, on October 24, 1963,

advised that a conference sponsored by the National Association .

4 - Bureau (RK)
(1-100-438794)
i|i-ioo-106-670)
(1-100-407018)

2 - Atlanta (100-6520) (RM)

2 -- Los Angeles
WJWsnns
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LA 100-2434"
LA 100-497

3

1

for the Advancement of Colored People-UnitedClvil Rights Com-
mittee, was held at the Victory BaBtdit Church in Los Angeles,
on September 14, 1963# at which ! I was In at-
tendance. This conference was h¥ld to evaluate activities
taking place in the Lbs Angeles area With regard to the Negro
question. Y\X
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|
I furnished Information concerning

~L He statedr \ furnished
two telephone numbers where he could be reached. Pollwing
are the two telephone numbers, together with the results of
a check of the records of the General Telephone Company by
SE | Ion l/2lj/61|.:

Telephone # 393-9386 (non-published) is listed to
Home Entertainment, 1^55 - 19^ StreLeJ4_ Santa, ttonjjpa^Gt^f^
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THIS NEGRO REVOLUTION AND THE 196b ELECTION CAMPAIGN

(Excerpts from the December Forum presentation)

. . .When we were discussing the problems of 196b in the different areas
in the course of the last couple of months, I warned my listeners that all our
discussion was subject to the fact that without doubt there would be several
crises and surprises between then and November, 196b; that we did not know what
they might be, but only that they would be sufficiently unexpected and confus-
ing. But never in our wildest dreams did we imagine anything as incredible as
the assa ssination of President Kennedy,* It is still hard to believe that this
actually took place, and the whole country is still not recovered from the shock.

It would be a grave error to underestimate the wave of shock, of sorrow
and of self-recognition that swept over the country. And It is everj more im-
portant not to underestimate the mass outpouring of the people —unequalled
since FDR. It was hot only the loss of an incumbent president --always a so-
lemn matter In America. Put to lose a president by assassination! This
people thought was back in the dusk of history, at least sixty years ago. Then
too, this president was a young man, an attractive personality with a charming
family. Most important of' all , he was now moving in the people’s direction
and the potentialities were great. There is no question that this was a presi-
dent widely admired and loved by the American people

.

Some may say, "Kennedy didn’t really accomplish much". Put he was the
first to begin unwinding the tangled skein of the Cold War. The Test Ban was
the first Concrete step. Then, he was the first to commit the presidency to
the winning of civil rights; he identified himself wholely with the moral values
of the Negro revolution. And not since the days of Thomas Jefferson have we .

had in the presidency such an effort to re-establish in the country an apprecia-
tion of the intellect — of response to the arts and respect to the sciences

.

And we felt justified in believing that his best years were before him.

Perhaps most painful of all to the country was the shock of self-recog-
nition. You all heard it in how many voices on televison and in how many letters
to the press -- the anguished questions "Is this what we have become?’1 Have we
created a climate in which one hand on a trigger can defy and destroy the choice
of the nation for its leader? And Is our nation well represented in taking ven-
gence without trial by a strip-tease-joint operator, self-appointed as judge
and executioner? The New York Times reporting how we appeared to the outside
world, quoted a writer in Izvestia s "It was as if a mad movie projectionist had
mixed up cans of film, interlacing the bitter tragedy of the American nation
with a cheap Texas thriller, a detective story and comics."

In the words of Chief Justice Warren, "We do know that such acts are
commonly stimulated by forces of ha trad*'and malevolence such as today are eating
their way into the bloodstream of American life." And as AP writer James Marlow
adds: "He knows... Hate has spilled all over him and the other justices of the
Supreme Court for their decisons on the side of freedom and civil rights."

It is this climate of hate and viloence, similar to the hatred
and violence of the reactionaires against the rise of labor in the New Deal days,
with which the die-hards of the South are responding to the majestic, non-viol-
ent march of the Negro people towards integration. Out of this same climate
came the Unpunished murder of the solitary and gentle Freedom walker William
Moore, the unpunished murder of Medgar Evers ; the unpunished murder of the Negro
children in Birmingham. The pattern has become sickeningly familiar. That is*
why despite all the talk about Oswald, the people spontaneously recognised the
general responsibility of the ultra -right fanatics, and the hopes that some may
have had of creating a new anti-Xled hysteria out of Oswald’s supposed Marxist be-
liefs, have thus far proved fruitless. Is the present mood of self-examination
and sorrow solely a passing phenomenon, or does it indicate a substantive change?
The mood is real and serious, but the hatred and violence have their basis in
material interests and these have not changed. However the possibility of these
ultra-react ionary forces to obtain substantial mass support may have changed.
During this interlude of mourning it is hard to tell what stamp the tragedy will
leave on people’s minds when the country goes back to business-as-usual, but
it Is clear from the speech of J. Edgar Hoover and the statement of the House
Republican Policy Committee that they, and their type of opinion—hustlers, hope
to turn all thinking again into the comfortingly fami liar current of an anti-
Red campa ign

.



But the major business before the country remains the continu-

ing Negro revolution. Is it correct to call it a revolution? Of* course, Amer-
icans use the term 11revolution" for anything and everything. But I believe it

is correct to call it a revolution, provided we remember its special peculiari-
ties i chief of which is the fact that it is a revolution of a people comprising
only 10% of the population of the country in which they live ,,surrounded by the

other 90% who are also profoundly affected, and that this therefore dictates a

strategy of alliances. As far as the Negro people themselves are concerned

,

their movement certainly fulfills the criterion described by £enin? J'pheb

ruling class can no longer go on governing in the old wayk and the people can
no longer go on living in the old way. " Certain it Is apd one could bring
dozens of quotes to prove it —— that in the face of independent Africa , and the

world-wide close observation of America , this country cannot go on with the old

familiar discrimination, segregation and repression of the Negro. Nor is there
any use in the uncomprehending bleating of certain politicians about how much
the conditions of the Negro people have improved. The point is that owing to

^

the confluence of a number of developments, the conflict between their conditions
and their conscious needs has burst beyond the bounds of what is any longer
psychologically tolerable.

How is the Negro revolution characterized scientifically? It has
been described as the completion of the bourgeois-democratic revolution. But
this seems to me a little too general, Perhaps we can describe it more closely.

We have had two previous stages of the bourgeois-democratic re-
volution in this country: the Itfar of Independence and the Civil War. Let us
compare the Negro Revolution with the previous stage, 100 years ago. The econ-
omic change underlying the civil wan was the industrialization of the country.
The class it brought into leadership was the industrial bourgeoisie. Its moral
task — as well as its economic task — was the abolition of slavery} but its
overall slogan was "Save the Union!": The method was civil war.

The economic change basic to today*s Negro Revolution is the

decline of sharecropping and the industrialization of the South; the integration
of the South as a fully developed part of the US economic system, instead of a

backward area. But this industrialization is taking place in a period of gener-
al industrial over-capacity in the country as a whole, and in a period of the

beginning of automation -- a system appropriate to socialism but intensely contra
dictory under capitalism.

Which class does it bring into leadership? X would say it is

a stage in the development to leadership of the working class, integrating a

national minority people, previously kept apart and specially oppressed, into
the nation as a whole and into the working class in the main . But this takes
place in a period of growing chronic unemployment and changes in the status of

the working class.

Its moral task is to wipe out all vestiges of inequality and

segratlon; but its overall slogan is "Enforce the Constitution and its Civil
Rights!"

Its method is non-violent mass political action .

In view of the general situation and period in which it takes

place, the Negro movement has further revolutionary implications^ because it

t^innot reach the material benefits in jobs, education and hcum; vr .g in which its

struggle for integration must be effectively realized, without moving, in al-
liance with labor and the progressive forces of the people, towards the resolu-
tion of these basic preblams foi the country as a whole; and on tne two most
decisive questions -- jobs and voting in the South, leading towards major change 0

for the country as a whole.

The Negro revolution this year went through the phases familiar
with other revolutionary upsurges; first, the great outburst of struggle and
the sudden awakening of large sections of the American people to the justice o

the Negro* s cause, so much so that in the atmosphere of general approval, t e

reactionaries seem unable to find an adequate slogan under which to stem the
tide; then, as the struggle, having gained a hearing, moves to concrete de-
mands which would require adjustments, surrender of prejudices, and even ox some
advantages, the reactionar pies find their slogan: nproperty rights'*, and they
begin to organize polls such as the notorious one of Congressman Clawsen, en-
couraging opposition to civil rights in the; name of "the people."

Even before this pro sent interlude , it seeme^ that a new phase
of the struggle would soon fjnou up. What the chief foatnres^pf such a new
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stage would be, we do not know yet. The harvest of the enormous and unprecedent-
ed March on Washington has not yet been reaped, we can be sure. But such a
leader as Bayard Rustin, the chief organizer of that march, points out that in
some localities in the North there is danger that some actions become an end in
themselves, that the movement must find the way to broaden its demands, to achieve
closer and broader alliances with labor, as a new foundation for broader actions,
^artin Luther King has called for a new mass effort in Montgomery, Ala. Roy
Wilkens has announced that the NA *CP will now change its traditional policy of
neutrality in political elections and will move actively into the election cam-
p ign to defeat the opponents of civil rights. This, in itself, may well prove
a major new factor in the campaign, and it may be that when the filibuster de-
velopes on the Civil Rights Bill in Congress early next year, a new stage of
the whole struggle may be reached.

What aid will the Civil Rights struggle receive from the White
House? The sudden change from Kennedy to Johnson has caused everyone to ponder
over the role of leadership, its possibilities and its limitations. Obviously
there has been no great change in the objective situation and forces in the coun-
try . These will go on roughly as before. The key question is whether this or
that leader will aid or oppose the developing tendencies towards progressive so-
lutions. . Will he fight them bitterly (as a Goldwater); be passively negative
(as an Eisenhower) , seek to divert them, give passive approval, or actively aid
them? The variations are endless

.

So far it would seem, as far as civil rights is concerned, that
President Johnson will continue President Kennedy^ commitment, with possibly
greater effectiveness . No one could fail to note that in his first days he call*3

ed in every one of the top Negro leaders in succession. His commitment to work
for the bill has been made quite explicit.

As for the presidency in general, some have remarked that Truman
also took office with humility and a pledge of continuity. But I do not believe
there is any analogy. Then the situation was very different. Xn those days
when America "enjoyed" the monopoly of the atom bomb, Truman got swallowed up
in the myth of the "American century", which lasted hardly a dozen years. Today
the situation is a more sober one.

Lyndon Johnson is the first Southerner to be president in 100
years. I do not believe he, or any other Southerner, would have been elected
president in his own right in the present period. But now that he is president
there are certain things to be realized. X remember in the i960 csmpaign when
we were trying to counter the wall-known slogan "Vote No for President" , we
would find ourselves spending half our time arguing against anti-Cathol cism,
and pressing people that if theybwould not go along with Labor and the Negro
people in supporting Kennedy, at least they could not justify their action on
the grounds that he was a Catholic. Well, the country found out that a Catho-
lic can be president, and now we have to find oud whether a Southerner can be
president. This is a much more difficult question because it involves polstical
attitudes directly. But let us not make the mistake of thinking that the atti-
tude of the react ionaires is inherent in all leaders from the South. There have
also been Justice Black, Senator Kefauver, Aubrey Williams (who incidentally was
one of the sponsors of Lyndon Johnson in politics), to name only a few. Nor
should we forget that part of the process of the Negro Revolution is not only
the integration of the Negro, but the integration of the South into the United
States and into compliance with the American Constitution. The South is part
of the country. It has no right to dominate the country, as it T does in Cong-
ress, nor to deny full rights to ids Negro population. But as these struggles
are won by the whole coundry, the Barnetts and Wallaces will no longer be con-
sidered typical of the South.

There is not the least doubt, barring political or physical col-
lapse which there is no reason to expect, that Presudent Johnson will be the
Lemocratic candidate for reelection. But while the nomination is certain, the
election is by no means so. The peoole do not know yet how Johnson stands on
pea C9 Labor, the Negroes and other forces of the people will still have to be
shown in the year before next November how he stands on questions of jobs, of
the economy, on their own ri hts and civil liberties. Official assurances
from leaders will not produce votes. These will depend entirely* ion Johnson 1 s
own actions, and particularly when the reactionaries develop their campaigns.
And even more than before, the peqcola will have to develop their own campaigns
and their o_wn pressures ....

An important, though incidental effect of the Negro revolution
nas bean the great stimulus it has given to the mass political activity of the
Maxican-Amerlean people here in Southern California. Of course the Maxican-
American struggle has had its own development, it has built its own political
qrganization

, the MAPA , as well as other civic organizations ifx earlier years.
It has likewise had its notabi^ election victories, though on^|^ beginning.<



Nor can the two movements te confused, simply by lumping them together as
Minorities . " The Mexican-American people have a different culture, different
history, and in many respects different problem^., But thdy also suffer special
oppression, segregation, discrimination, police brutality. They have similar
probelms re jobs, education and housing. It woxild be impossible that this mass-
ive Negro revolution could develop without its silfeo ; creating the most favorable
climate for, and stimulus to the Mexican American struggle. This has surely
been a contributing cause to the new qualitative stage of official recognition
reached by the MAPA at its last cdnfarence, with thd perspective of a number of
additonal Mexican Americans preparing to run for office, and in particular,
with the issues of the Mexican Americans being brought into the center of the
election campaign. ...

Of course, one cannot discuss the California Democratic Council
without discussing the current struggle with the forces generally referred to as
"Unruh." The strength of the CDC lies in its ability to struggle bn issues, and
its strength grows to the extent that it is able to make these issues come a^
live among the masses of voters. If Unruh can reduce the CDC merely to doorbell
ringers, then their usefulness will be gone and they will no longer be effective
in helping the Democrats win victory in elections* On the other hand it is use-
less to talk, as some magazine articles have done, 6f ^eliminating Unruh."
Unruh is one of the forces thru which the big corporations of California exert
influence in the Democratic Party. Such forces cannot be "eliminated" from a
capitalist party. But we should never forget that the two major parties are
arenas of struggle . And the forces of the people can make their struggles effect-
ive in legislation and in progress.

The monopolists realize, this . That is why they do not rely only
upon their immense network of reactionary propaganda, but more and more in the
latter period they have come to rely on structural blockages against progress**
ive legislation. The more vulnerable of these bastions is the one that has been
the object of Senator Clark* s crusades the "establishment " in Congress, the net-
work of committees headed by the oldest incumbents (and as such, usually Pixie-
crats) who sit like dictators and prevent Congress from taking any action dis-
pleasing to them. This is being sufficiently dramatized at this very moment by
the action of Chairman Smith of the House Pules Committee.

The second J^ockage is the, present ^pract ice of lobbying by tha--—
- monopolies which ha's grown to unheard-of dimensions. Using the constitutional
"right of the people to petition", the monopolies spend enormous sums to main-
tain agents to endlessly argue, bulldoze , blackmail, offer favors, present
"expert opinions", etc., to block any legislation undesirable to them, or alter-
natively to get special favors. It is impossible for Congress to cnnsider even
a bill for proper labeling of medicine without a fury of activity from the drug
lobby that buries the bill. Congress cannot entertain a proposal that packages
in the supermarket should be labeled honestly without an upsurge from the chain
store lobby that buries it. But far more important that these’ minor examples is
the fact that the country as a whole, on the major issues before it, is being
continually blocked by the monopolists from taking any way out of its basic
dilemas. Only a month before President Kennedy *s assassination, James Heston in
an exceptionally revealing column wrote of the mood of frustration developing
in the administration:

"What he (Kennedy) thinks is desirable or even essential is
politically impossible.
Consequently, wh le he and his associates go on talking
publicly about the progress they have made, privately they
are beginning to fear that, given the existing form of Amer-
ican society and the existing balance of political power,
the evils they complain about simply cannot be remedied.
They admit privately that they are confronted with radical
economic, social and political problems, but they are a —
fra id of adopting in a^presidential election year radical
policies to meet those problems. 11

America has become a victim of its own hardboiled get-tough anti-
communism propaganda, of its worship of the businessman, so that attempts to
untangle the evil skein of the cold war, or to loosen the grip of the monopolies,
get trapped in the echo of its own previous positions. These are the problems
of imperialist decline. This is also the situation which gives rise to the ultra-
right which cannot imagine that America is not able still to do whatever it
wants in the world and ride roughshod over everyone else abroad and over labor
and the N^gro people at home. And it is this frustration that gives rise to
their climate of hate. But the fact is, America need never decline!' Imperial-
ism cannot avoid it.

America can find a way: to the solution. And it will be only as the people
break thru the cliches, and conformity that has been stifling l^heir thinking. And
in galvanizing large mas sesJ^£ people into action, into ovei^lping their prejudices

participating ill strugg^^ the Negro revolution is makinf^S mighty contribution
to that end

.
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Plans To Preserve Negro

Districts Speaker's Topic
j

The danger of losing Neg-

jro representation on the City

!Council and a report to the

community by the three Neg-
ro Councilman will be the
topics of a public meeting
this Sunday at 3 p.m. at Sec-

COUNCILMAN LINDSAY

ond Baptist church, 24th and

Griffith.

'

Cauncilmen Tom B*fdlev.

Ctiltyrt Lmftray and JRili^

MJJswiU Report on their ac-

tivities, A question arid ans-

wer period will follow.

Attv. Loren Mifllr will

seiwe as modernWr. ^
Sponsored by the^Cpramt-

the purpose of the

nfeelihg is to alert the Corn-

coming reapportionment of

council districts. A plan of

action to keep the eighth,

ninth and tenth districts in

their present form will be

presented. j
Atty. Morgan

ehtal
'

rman
“We know from bitter ex-

perience that realigning of

districts means gerrymander-

ing the Negro community out

of representation. The drive

for increased representation

by Valley residents poses a
real threat to our districts.

We must move fast if we are

to prevent the moving of one

or two of our districts to the

Valley.” '

The Councilman will re-

port on the inside working
of the Council and various

projects that directly affect

their districts.

“It is important that the

community become better ac-

quainted tvith theit"'5dTO£il-

men,” Moten said. “We are

happy to provide a forum

where questions on important

district and community is-

sues can be aired.”

Admission is free and there

will be no collection.

After the meeting a recep-

tion for jthe Councilmen *4ll

be held in the home of Ceps
King, 1240 S. Arlington. 1

(Indicate page, name of

newspaper, city and state.)
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AIRTEL AIR MAIL 6-11*6*46

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116)
(/Co - * Ys */f~)

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES ( l~5f-663r) (P)
/

RE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Re Bureau alrtel 8/1/63

.

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten copies and for Washing
Fie ^d two copies of a letterhead memo concerning travel bv

|

and
|

(Bufilel md Bufile
respectively; from Mexico to Washington, D.C., to participate in
captioned activity.

advised.
Region II, 115th INTC, U.S. Army, Pasadena, California,

This letterhead memo la being classified corTt±sleafcJ|rt'"
since information concerning! [CP affiliation and tra\751,
which was furnished by could reasonably result in the
identification of a confidential informant of continuing value
and compromise future effectiveness thereof.

Legat, Mexico, will attempt to verify details of
travel byl

|
from Mexico to Washington, D.C., and

appropriately advise Bureau and Washington Field.

7 - Bureau (Enel. -10)
(2 - Legat, Mexico)

2 - Washington Field
3)- Los Angeles

(1 * SEARCHED

(1 - 100-25184) (PROF. -CULTURAL SECTION, SCDC?) INDEXED

SERIALIZED

FILED
HGB: jee

<«) r

&so



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

DEC LAS S I F ICAT I OH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DjgiksSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-09-2009®!

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California
August 21, 1963

be
b7C

The following information was furnished by a source
who has furnished reliable information in the past:

attorneys
As of August 14. 1963. Los Angeles, California.

and his wife,
were in Mexico visiting their 15-year-old son,
who has been spending the summer in the Mexico City

I ~lalso plan to vlslt l I an
employee of the Mexican Government, and his wife, an employee
of the University of Mexico City.

Prior to returning to Los Angeles, the [
to visit Washington, D.C., in order to participate in the
August 28, 1963* "March on Washington."

]
plan

Both are current active members of the
Professional-Cultural Section, Southern California District
Communist Party.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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DIRECTOR. FBI (100=3=116]

FROM; SAC„ CHICAGO =40624]

COMMUNIST PARTY , USA, NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
IS = C

Remyairtel 1/28/64 , cc Baltimore j re Baltimore
airtel to Director 2/6/64 , cc New York and Chicago.

For the information of receiving offices not
previously advised , meetings ©f the National Trade Union
Commission and National Negro Commissions, CPUSA, are
scheduled to be held in Chicago during latter 2/64.
Information received to date suggests that most likely
meeting will be held on or about the week end of 2/22/64,
perhaps beginning as early as 2/20/64. Of approximately
20 delegates to attend, it has been reported that the
following persons' will likely be in Chicago for one or both
of these meetings which will dovetail somewhat since as
CG 5824=S* has informed, some of the .participants are
members of both bodies;

Bureau (RM)
Baltimore (RM)
Cleveland (RM)
Detroit (RM)
Los Angeles (RM)
Mi lwaukee (RM

)

Minneapolis (RM)
New York (100=151548
Philadelphia (RM)
Pittsburgh (RM)
San Francisco (RM)
St. Louis (RM)
Chicago

100=24055 (JAMES JACKSON)
100=19842 (BEN DAVIS)
100=30384 (IRVING POTASH)

St. Louis (RM) /11QQ (CA1

Chicago GEAsmee (33)

1=100=33756 (CPUSA, STRATEGY 1n INDUSTRY) /fa6 -

1=100=17517 (GUS HALL) I SEARCHED

1=100=5962 (WILLIAM L. PATTERSON) . SEPIAUZa

CARL WINTER)
3)

Approved:

FBI— LOS ANC
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New York;

Maryland:

California:

Pennsylvania:

Michigan:

Missouri:

GUS HALL, WILLIAM L. PATTERSON, JAMES JACKSON,
BEN DAVIS, IRVING POTASH

GEORGE MEYERS

ROSCOE PROCTOR

CARL WINTER

Ohio:

Illinois;

ANTON KRCHMAREK

JOT o JAMES WEST,

CG 5824-S* advised 1/27/64 that as of that date CLAUDE
LIGHTFOOT was seeking verification from national CP headquarters
in New York on these meetings and had done nothing in preparation
for them. Informant further advised 2/5/64 that as of 2/4/64
LIGHTFOOT desired that as many as possible of the slated partici-
pants come to Chicago area to discuss matters of importance.
This appeared to relate to leading Party personnel from national
headquarters including HALL, POTASH, DAVIS and JACKSON.

Source also informed that as of 2/6/64 the Illinois
Party leadership had made no arrangements for meeting places nor
were they aware of the exact dates and times when meetings W°uld
be held. As of this time no, word had been received from GUS HALL
regarding these specifics and therefore no action had been taken.

Chicago is following this matter closely and will
consider the possibility and feasibility of othler than live
coverage of these meetings upon receipt of information regarding
the exact dates and locations of meetings . At present
and | | are scheduled to attend the 1 National Trade Union
Commission and National Negro Commission meetings, respectively,
and it is hoped thatf will be invited to the latter
meeting. CG 5824S* has not been invited and does not expect at
this time to be invited to attend either meeting.

<=2=
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CG 100-40624

Receiving offices should not Initiate discussions
of these meetings with informants but should remain alert for
any indications leading Party personnel from their divisions
will be travelling out of their territories during this
period and keep the Bureau and Chicago advised if' they may
be expected to attend either or both of these gatherings.

Should any informants of receiving offices be invited,,
the Bureau and Chicago should likewise be advised and informant
should be instructed to contact the Chicago Office through
(unlisted) telephone numbeij

|
and ask to be put in

touch with SA| | to report on planned proceedings
and to furnish summary of information developed through
attendance. These offices should make Chicago aware of code
names which each informant will be using in such contacts
which; of course; should be made only under secure conditions.
Chicago will make arrangements for these calls to be handled
at any time of the day or night.

If necessary Chicago will attempt through discreet
contacts with established sources to discover the locations of
these meetings. The Bureau will be kept promptly informed of
developments in this matter.

Re Baltimore airtel of 2/6/64 , on page 1 telephone
number RN 3-3983 is set forth for the "Morning Freiheit" in
Chicago. The correct number is IN 3-3983; there is no RN
exchange in the Chicago area.
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DIRECTOR <, FBI (100-3-116)

FROM SAC, CHICAGO ( 100-40624),^CHI£A

SUBJECT : COMMUNIST PARTY , USA
NEGRO QUESTION
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RACIAL MATTERS
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Remyairtel 2/12/64

.

CG 5824-S* , who has furnished reliable information
in the past, informed on 2/14/64 that as of 2/13/64, GUS
HALL expected that the following would be among the
delegates to the National Trade Union and Negro Commission
meetings to commence in Chicago on 2/20/64

„

3 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Baltimore (RM)
2 - Cleveland (RM)
2 - Detroit (RM)

Jp- Los Angeles (RM)
2 - Milwaukee (RM)
2 - Minneapolis (RM)
2 - New York (100-151548) (RM)
2 - Philadelphia (RM)
2 - Pittsburgh (RM)
2 - San Francisco (RM)
2 - St. Louis (RM)
9 - Chicago

1 - 100-33756 (CPUSA s
Strategy in Industry)

1 - 100-17517 (GUS HALL) < _ .

1 - 100-5962 (WILLIAM L. PETTERSON) /$ $
1 - 100-24055 (JAMES JACKSON) ' JL^. . , t"i

~

1 - 100-19842 (BEN DAVIS) •
i

1 - 100-30384 (IRVING POTASH)
.

'L

L'TT 7 fti

1 - 100- (CARL WINTER) ^ - »

-i
* cffC

i - loo- I I i. , r

( 34 )

Approved:
in Charge
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CG 100-40624

Michigan

s

in place of CARL

of Los Angeles

New York: WILLIAM L. PATTERSON 3
JAMES JACKSON

BEN DAVIS, GUS HALL, WILLIAM
ALBERTSON (Mew York State CP)

,

1CNew York State CP)

Source also informed that as of 2/11/64, no
meeting place or housing arrangements had been made for
these meetings by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT. Iknew nothing
regarding these arrangements and commented that he felt
it was LXGETFOOT's responsibility.

I who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 2/14/64 that the National Negro
Commission meeting will commence in Chicago on 2/22/64
and run through 2/23/64. Informant was unable to advise as
to the location but noted that the Midwest Hotel had been
suggested by LIGHTFOOT

„

Routine contact with an flBtahU ghftri gnnrsw at
the Midwest Hotel, Chicago, by SA| I

on
2/13/64 regarding a 2/15/64 Negro History Week affair
at this hotel revealed that no space had been reserved for
any type gathering at the Midwest Hotel during latter
2/64.

| |
further advised on 2/14/64 that

LIGHTFOOT has commented that further invitations to
Chicago area Party personnel to attend the National

on kWi

days of the National Negro Commission meeting



CG 100-40624

who has furnished reliable information
in the pJuSt, advised on 2/14/64, that he had been invited
by LIGHTFOOT to attend the National Negro Commission
meetings on 2/22-23/64.

Receiving Offices are requested to afford
Chicago with current photographs and descriptions of
persons who are expected to attend these Chicago

With regard to instructions to informants
of other Offices for contacting the Chicago Office
set forth in referenced airtel, informants calling
to report regarding the National Trade Union
Commission meetings should get in touch with SA

I and with SA I

regarding the National Negro Commission meetings.

Chicago is continuing to follow this matter
closely and the Bureau will be kept promptly informed
of developments.
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AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

SAC, CHICAGO (100-40624)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-24345)

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
IS - C

Re Chicago airtela to the Bureau, 2/12/64 and 2/14/64,

Enclosed herewith are one photo of I I

1 two photos of I L and one
photo of DOROTHY HEALEY. The physical descriptions of these
Individuals are set forth on the back of the respective photos.

The nhato of HRfiTKY is being furnished in view of
the fact that orally advised 3AI , I

at Lob Angeles, California, on 2/17/64, that DOROTHY HEALEY,
Chlarman, Southern California District, Communist Party,
USA (SCDCF), is planning to depart Lob Angeles for Chicago,
Illinois, on 2/19/64, to attend a conference, nature not
specified by HEALEY.

2 - Chicago (Enos, 4)
4 - Los Angeles (100-24345)

(1 -

(l -

(1 - 100-4486 (DOROTHY HEALEYj
LKDsHMS /
(6) A4l

LI

i ^ /

SEARCHED

INDEXED
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FILED
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FROM

DIRECTOR, fBI

SAC,- CHICAGO i

SUBJECTS CP, USA

’3-116)

Re Baltimore airtel, 2/6/64, captioned "CP,
USA, ORGANIZATION ; IS - CM , and Chicago airtel, 2/^14/64.

On 2/17/64 through contact with established
source at the Midwest Hotel, Chicago, Ill inois, bv SA

. _A it was determined that|
|

requested space for 15 persons under the name df "Midland
News Agency 51 for a gathering- on 2/20 and 21/64, 9:00 All
to 6:00 PM on. each date.

INDUSTRY)
4 - Bureau (RM)

(1 - 100-3-89) (CP, USA-STRATOGY IN INDUSTRY) .

2 - Baltimore (RM)
2 - Cleveland (RM)
2 - Detroit (RM)
$)- Los Angeles (RM)
2 - Milwaukee (RM)
2 - Minneapolis (RM)
2.- New York (100-151548) (SI)
2 - Philadelphia (RM)
2 - Pittsburgh (RM)
2 - San Francisco (RM)
2 - St, Louis (RM)
9 - Chicago

(1 - 100-33756) (CP, U8A-S1RATEGT IN INDUSTRY)
(1 » 100-17517) (GUS HALL)
(1 ~ 100-5962) (WILLIAM.. L. PATTERSON) / /
(1 - -100-24055) (JAMES .JACKSON)

. / //.

(1 - 100-19842) (BEN DAVIS) / /
(1 - 100-30384) (IRVING POTASH) J V / /
(1 - 100-

. ) (CARL WINTER) ^ / /

(1 - 100- )| I ( t
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CG 100-40624

Midland News Agency is "The Worker" Office in
Chicago and I I is a State Board Member, Illinois
CP and Midwest reporter for "The Worker".

who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 2/17/64 that the National CP Negro
Commission meetings will definitely be held 2/22 and 23/64.
Accordingly, it is assumed that the above! reservation is
for the National CP Trade Union Commission meetings.

By referenced Baltimore airtel with conies to
New York and Chicago it was pointed out that

| |

will be in Chicago "2/22 and 23/64" to attend the "Trade
Union Commission meetings". .

—

Tn vIirw. of the foregoing
information it appears thatl I may be slated to
attend the Negro Commission meetings instead.

Coverage of the Nftgrn Comm ission meetings is
assured at this point by an«p however,
coverage of the Trade Union Commission meetings appears
to be in doubt. For this reason authorization is being
requested by the Bureau for
other than live coverage of the meetings on 2/20 and 21/64
at the Midwest Hotel.

Location for the Negro Commission meetings has
not been definitely ascertained, but it appears possible,
according to

|
that CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT may arrange

for these meetings to be held in a private residence. In
any event, as it now stands, Chicago’s coverage of the
Negro Commission meetings appears assured. Recommendation
for other than live coverage of the Negro Commission meetings
will be made if feasible and possible upon receipt of
definite information regarding location.

Bureau will be kept promptly advised of develop-
ments in this matter.

CONF
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type in plain text or code)

REGISTERED MAIL

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100.3-116)

/
FROM: /SAC, CHICAGO (100-40624)

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, NEGRO QUESTION-
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
IS - C

Remyairtels 2/12,14,18/64 and Minneapolis tele-
phone call to Chicago 2/19/64.

CG 5824-S* furnished information 2/18/64 that on
that date Illinois nommiinist. Par-t.v (cp) state Board members
GIL GREEN, JACK KLING

, | |
and Illinois CP Chairman

4 - Bureau (RM)
1-100-3-89 (CP, USA, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)

2 - Baltimore (RM)
2 - Cleveland (RM)
2 - Detroit (RM)
(T, - Los Angeles (RM)
2 - Milwaukee (RM)
2 - Minneapolis (RM)
2 - New York (100-151548) (RM)
2 - Philadelphia (RM)
2 - Pittsburgh (RM)
2 - San Francisco (RM)
2 - St. Louis (RM)
LO - Chicago

1

l-IUU-337 bb (CP, USA, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
1-100-17517 (GUS HALL)
1-100-5962 (WILLIAM L. PATTERSON)
1-100-24055 (JAMES JACKSON)
1-100-19842 (BEN DAVIS) V %‘:i' 'i "S
1-100-30384 (IRVING POTASH)

GEA:
(36)

1-100-30384 (I
l-ioo- r~
1-Tickler Copy
mec

arose

Sent M Per



CG 100-40624

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT met in Chicago with IRVING POTASH of Now York
to discuss, among other things, the National Trade Union and
Negro Commission meetings to be held in Chicago 2/20-23/64. The
following was revealed:

The Trade Union meetings will commence late in the
morning of 2/20/64, before noon it is toped, and will continue
through 2/21/64, at the Midwest Hotel, Chicago, where space has
been reserved in the name of the Midland News Agency. The two-*

day agenda will include:

1. Discussion of the "Economic Situation" by partici-
pants . (No formal opening report to be given)

.

2. Development of a "Program of Demands" based on
GUS HALL's recent National Executive Committee, CPUSA report.

3.

Report on "Auto" by >f Detroit.

4.

Report on "Negro-American Labor Counci1"—person
to report not yet designated.

The foregoing agenda was not broken down as to the days
it will occur but it is conjectured points 1 and 2 will be taken
up 2/20/64 and the remainder 2/21/64.

The agendafor the Negro Commission meetings 2/22,23/64
will include:

First day :

1. Opening report by BEN DAVIS on the "South and
Elections" followed by sub-reports by GEORGE MEYERS and JAMES
JACKSON on the "South.”

Second Day :

1. "Workshop" on topics of "Rent Strikes, School
Boycotts" and similar problems attending racial integration
question—Chicago, Cleveland and New York are expected to report
on these matters.

|
|will report for Chicago.

2. "Jobs*

2
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(C)

It is hoped that participants of both Commissions can
be brought together sometime during the four day period, perhaps
in the evening hours . The topics most likely to be used to
bring them together are "Jobs" and "Economic Problems."

Most of the delegates to the Trade Union meetings from
out of town should arrive in Chicago sometime on Wednesday;
however, some are expected to be late. Out of town delegates
mentioned conform to those set forth in re airtels with the
exception of

| |
of New York who should be added.

As delegates arrive they are to call the Midland News Agency
or the residence of JACK KLING. No information will be given
over the phone but arrangements will be made to meet the
delegates and inform them of the meeting place and other details.

[

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, LESTER DAVIS 1 andC

delegates

.

]are among those who will provide housing for out of town
]

IRVING POTASH is in Chicago and is staying at the
Wabash Avenue YMCA at present. JAMES JACKSON expects to stay
at a hotel convenient to the south side of Chicago where the
Negro Commission meetings will be held at 306 East 43rd Street,
Chicago

.

LIGHTFOOT and KLING will likely spend a ll their time
at the Negro Commission meetings. GREEN and I 1 will be at
liberty to attend either or both meetings.

b6
b7C

b6
b7D

Coverage of the Trade Union meetings has been made

f(
f the Negrb
invited) and

the subject of separate communication. Coverage
Pommiss-ihn meetings will be afforded by I

(invited). | ladvised, based on conversation
with LJLGHTFOOT, he assumes he is expected to attend but has
heard nothing from him in the past few days

. [

reflected in reairtel 2/18/64, is expected to
as

attend also.3lXs

bl
b2
b7Dl

Recommendation for other than live coverage of the Negro
Commission meetings is not being made because of this and further
because 306 East 43rd Street, Chicago, houses headquarters of the
African-Americah Heritage Association and the building is managed
by a Security Index subject , Chicago.

The Minneapolis Office advised telephonically on 2/19/64
that HALL, accompanied by ARNOLD JOHNSON, was departing Minneapolis
at 10; 10 AM 2/19/64 and was to arrive Chicago at 11; 10 AM. It is
not known at this time whether JOHNSON will be in Chicago for any
of these meetings.

- 3 -
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ML INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEBE IH IS UNCLASSIFIED F B I

DATE 07-09-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/sdb

Transmit the following in

Via AIBTBL

Date:

(Type in pimn text or code)

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (61-8077)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (100-17517)

GUS HALL
IS - C; ISA OF 1950
(00: NY)

ReCGairtel dated 2/13/64 & CGtel to Bureau dated
2/13/64, both captioned as above; and, CGtel calls to SACs,
Minneapolis and New York 2/13/64.

EXTREME CARS MUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION WITH
THE HANDLING OF INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN IN ORDER TO
PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THIS HIGHLY PLACED SOURCE, SINCE
THIS INFORMATION WAS CONFIDENTIALLY RECEIVED AND BECAUSE BY
ITS VERY NATURE IT TENDS TO IDENTIFY THIS SOURCE, IT IS
RECOMMENDED THAT UNLESS THIS INFORMATION IS CORROBORATED
THROUGH ANOTHER SOURCE, THAT IT NOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE
THE BUREAU AT THIS TIME.

Enclosed herewith lor the Bureau are four copies of
an informant's statement dated 2/13-14/64 containing informa-
tion orally furnished on 2/13-14/64 by CG 5824-S* . who has
furnished reliable information in the past, to SA 1 I

~l This information was reduced to writing on 2/17/64
and the original report is maintained in CGfileT

RWH: MDW
.(see page ii for dissemination)

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge



CG 100-17517

• *

b7C
Copies

:

4-

Bureau (Enc . 4) (RM)
(1 - 100-3-69 (CP, USA - Organization)

5-

petroit (EM)
,

.

(1 - 100- I

(1 - 100-13420 (CARL WINTER)
(1 - 100-13740 (HELEN WINTER)
(1 - 100-2050 (CP, Michigan District - Organization)

_ (1 - 100-17161 (CP, Michigan District - Strategy in Industry)
(oHios Angeles (RM)

(1 - 100- (HY LUMER)
(1 - 100- (CHARLENE MITCHELL)
(1 - 100- I I

(1 - 100=26044 (CP, Southern California District - Organization)
(]L,= 100- (CP, Southern California District - Education)
«(1 - 100- (CP, Southern California District - Negro

Question, Communist Influence in Racial Matters)
4-Minneapolis (RM)

(1 - 100- (GUS HALL)
(1 - 100- (CP, Minnesota - Dakotas District - Domestic

Administration Issues)
(1 - 100=1878 P (CP, Minnesota - Dakotas District - Organization)
(X - 100= (Public Appearance of CP, USA Leaders)

21-New York (RM)
(1 - 100-129629 (WILLIAM ALBERTSON)
(1 - I I

(1 - 100-23825 (BENJAMIN DAVIS, JR.

)

(1 - 100-84994 (GUS HALL)
(1 - 100-16785 (JAMES JACKSON)
(1 - 100-16021 (ARNOLD JOHNSON)
(1 - 100-105078 (HY LUMER)
(1 - 100-84275 (WILLIAM L. PATTERSON)
u -

a -
I I

(1 - 100-269 (HENRY WINSTON)
(1 - 100-89691 (CP, USA - Domestic Administration Issues)
(1 - 100-74560 (CP, USA - Funds)
(1 - 100-86624 (CP, USA - International Relations)

(see page iii for additional dissemination)

— ii —
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Copies: (Con’t.)

21~N©w York (RM) (Con’t,)
(1 - 100=151548 (CP, ySA - Negro Question, Communist Influence

in Racial Matters)
(1 - 100-80641 (CP, USA - Organization)

(CP, USA - Pamphlets and Publications)(1 - 100-81675
(1 - 100-89590 (CP, USA - Strategy in Industry)
(1 - 100-128814 (CP, New York State = Organization)
(1 - 100= (CP, New York State - Negro Question, Communist

Influence in Racial Matters)
(1 - 100- (CP, New York state - Strategy in Industry)

2-Portland (RM)
(1 - 100= (HY LUMER)
(1 - 100- (CP, Oregon District = Education)

2~San Francisco (RM)
(1 - 100- (HY LUMEE)
(1 - 100- (CP, Northern California District - Education)

2“Seattle (RM)
(1 - 100- (HY 1UMER) b2

j

(1 - 100- (CP, Washington District - Education) b7D

8-Chicago
(1 -J 1

be
|

(1 - b7C

(1 - 100=33741 (CP, USA - Organization)
(1 - 100=40624 (CP, Illinois District ~ Negro Question, Communist

Influence in Racial Matters)
(1 - 100-18953 (CP, Illinois District = Organization)
(1 - 100-33756 (CP, Illinois District - Strategy in Industry)
(1 - 100-12424 (Modern Book Store)

RWH: MDW
(54)

- iii -



AtL INFORHATION CONTAINED^
HEREIN 13 UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 08-20-2009 BY 60322/UC/LRF/PLJ/sdb

February 13~14, 1964

Xt has been learned that at approximately 11:00 a.m.

,

February 13, 1964, MORRIS CHILDS contacted GUS BALL, General
Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CP,USA) , at the Sheraton •
Chicago Hotel, 506 Morth Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Xllinois.
HALL at the tine van temporarily residing in room 1983 at this
hotel. Subsequently, these two Individuals had lunch and at
approximately 4:00 p.m. departed the Chicago Loop area in
CHILDS' personally owned automobile for O'Hare International
Airport, Chicago, where HALL had reservations to catch a 5:00
p.m. United Airlines flight to Minneapolis, Minnesota.

During the course of discussions held by these two
individuals on February 13, 1964, the following was learned:

The major reason for HALL leaving New York at this
time and taking the current trip was basically an effort to get
away from some of the problems he had been encountering at the
National Office. In this connection, HALL remarked that it
might be good for a change to let some of the others at the
National Office try to solve a few of the current problems

.

Although HALL at the time of his arrival in Chicago
on February 12, 1964, indicated that he would remain here until
at least the present week end, he had subsequently changed his
mind in this regard because he did not believe that his
presence here could be kept confidential and from the local
Party leadership tor that long a period of time. At the present
time he did not want to talk to anyone of the local people nor
did he want them to know that he had been in town and, as a
result, had decided the best way to maintain this secret would
be the trip to Minneapolis.

la Minneapolis, HALL noted that he felt he could do
pretty much as he pleased. He did intend to get himself
Involved in the free speech fight going on at the University
of Minnesota, but he would pick his own time and place for
this. In Minneapolis HALL had made reservations at the Hits *
Sheraton Hotel and indicated he would register at that loca-
tlon under his true name and throughout the period in Minneapolis
would maintain contact with CHILDS. HALL, however, also indi-
cated that if weather and other conditions were satisfactory,
he might travel to the iron range area and visit with family
and friends for a brief period of time; however, he would
retain his room at the Hits <=* Sheraton.

1
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CHILDS was then heard to dlieuu with BALL a request
recently made by|

|
old-*tine Party person in

Chicago, that he woma ms tne Party to secure permission
and sake arrangements for him, I I to go to a socialist
country, preferably Czechoslovakia, for medical treatment.
CHILDS told HALL that
Modern Book Store in Chicago for the Party, was now completely
paralyzed and fears that he will be financially unable to take
on the burdens of additional medical treatment which might be
found necessary. In making his request, I 1 had advised
that his wife was of Czech origin and could understand the
Czech language and had bom limited speaking ability with it.
WHiia waiju was not enthused over the prospects of sending

I 1abroad for medical treatment and he felt that diffi-
culties regarding a passport for him would make arrangements
for travel impossible, he gave authority to CHILDS to make
the necessary contacts with Czech representatives in Washington
to determine their attitude concerning the possibility of
acoeptlngl

|

He noted that if the Czechs were agreeable
to taking! land his wife, the Party locally should look
for an attorney to be retained in an effort to secure a pass-
port.

who formerly

[

]the

be
b7C

BALL also discussed generally the forthcoming
Matlonal Trade Union and national Hegro Commissions meetings
scheduled to be bold in Chicago during the week of February
16, 1964. HALL noted that the first meeting would open on
Thursday , February 20, 1964, and then additional meetings
of these two Commissions would be carried on through the week
end of February 22, 1964.

In generally discussing who might be coming in for
these Rational Commission mootings, HALL noted the following:

CARL WIRIER of Detroit would not be in because he
claims ha mat 1" Detroit and take care of his wife.
However,!

I
has been asked to come in as GAHL's

replacement!

The individuals from Los Angeles to participate in
the Resrp Co—imnimt iMwttBg will, probably beEgEp Coi

IJ“d
I

zai

From the Rational Office in Row York to participate
in the Rational Hegro Commission meeting will be WILLIAM
PATTER80R, JIM JACK80H, and BKR DAVIS.

2



From the K«w York District for the
^ Negro Commission Meetings will probably bs

Union end
albbrtson awl

It was then learned that MLL, during his brief stay
in Chicago, had been norking on two written documents. .The
first of these is an article in which HALL is attacking

|

I I University of Illinois Professor and
Birchite representative. I I in his article, which was
published in the John Birch Society's journal, attacked
President XBRHED7. HALS* also renarked that he had ordered
the Rational Board in Rew fork to get to work on this muga
natter and also to prepare some article
condemning the article he had

and

The second and more important item which HALL noted
he was working on was a letter which he hoped to send to all
world Communist and Workers Parties . HALL noted he had
informed the Rational Board that h® was thinking of writing
such n letter to all of the Parties. This letter he was going
to prepare would contain a proposal by him that the world
communist movement keep an international organisation of
communism in existence under the guidance of the CP of the
Soviet Union (GP8U). He added that he felt that this must he
done in order to counter the Chinese who are forming their
own such international grouping under their leadership. The
international type organization of communism that he would
recommend be continued, in HALL'S opinion, seed not be in the
form of a Comintern or Cominform but can he loose and centered
around something perhaps like the "World Marxist Review." He
noted that while the kind of the international organization or
grouping which was being suggested by him may not be the kind
that the CP, USA may be able to Join, and lie will so
acknowledge this in his letter, he will mi® that fhs CP, USA
will find ways to participate in its activities. In HALL'S
opinion, such an international grouping could bo established
on the basis of a few simple demands like peace and interna-
tional cooperation.

HALL further commented that in his letter he would
propose that there be a get-together of the world Communists
and that if the CP, SU feels that it cannot call such a
mooting at this time, then perhaps it could be called by the
"World Marxist Review."

HALL then was heard to state that he did not believe
in the theory of polycontrism advanced by the Italian CP and

3



that ha Halt very strongly that the vorld communist movement
needs the guidance and direction of the CPSU. While recom-
mending sueh an international grouping of world communists,
this organization should not attempt to, or have any right
to, interfere in the internal affairs of any particular Party.

In regard to this letter to the world CPs, HAUL
noted that he has not yet put his ideas completely down on
paper but he has been gathering his thoughts and has formed
in his mind a general outline for this letter.

Xn this sane general connection, HAUL noted that
prior to his departure from Mew York City on February 12,
1964, he had told those at the National Office to prepare and
issue a statement relating to the recent statement of the CP
of China (CPC) . The CP, USA statement would not be Issued
under his name as most sueh statements have in the recent past.
Instead, such a statement would be issued in the name of the
Party or its overall leadership. HAIL feels that by issuing
such a statement in the name of the Party’s leadership he
will make this their statement and they will have responsibility
for it also. Then, perhaps if there should be some "change in
the wind," they too will have responsibilities.

BAU. 4eo commented that he had recently re-read
the old I I letter received by the Party in 1946.
He criticized this letter as not really having put the finger
on the real problem in the Party at that time as it related
to BROWDER. He described this letter as the kind of inter-
ference in internal affairs that should not be or have been
allowed. HALL remarked that the first three paragraphs of
this letter were arguments against peaceful coexistence which
was not part of the problem as it related to BROWDER mo
BROWDER' s problem went much deeper and related to his calling
for class cooperation.

HALL also noted that he had recently read the new
English edition of the "Fundamentals of Marxism." He
criticized the book and cited it as one additional proof
of the fact that the Russians cannot print material for other
Parties, particularly the CP, USA. Xt was HALL'S conclusion
that the Russians had addressed themselves in this latest
edition of the "Fundamentals of Marxism" to developed
communists in advanced capitalist countries or else they would
not have bothered themselves by going into such extensive
detail particularly in their discussions on religion, which,
in his opinion, was absolutely not needed. HO also criticized

be
b7C
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another Motion of the hook dealing with the topic of science*
Be felt it wan a serious mistake of the Bussians not to have
shown him or the Party thin hook before it was published*

HALL also went into a general discussion regarding
UOU SCHERER concerning when he had issued instructions earlier
this nonth to fire her from her job involving the handling of
confidential Party funds in Brew York City. BALL had taken this
action against SCHEME® because of her refusal to beeons openly
involved in Party financial natters and also because she had
refused to accept the leadership of a Party finance oosmittM.
Zn this discussion, CHILDS was hoard to renark that he had, in
line with BALL'S orders, contacted SCHEMER and told her that
she was being dropped frost the payroll on BALL'S instructions.

In connection with this, CHllDS Inquired of BALL as
to whether he had decided upon a replacement for 8CBBBXR and
BALL noted he had not. BALL also commented that he did net
now fool ABHOU) dOBXSCM was the person to replace her and,
therefore, perhaps until a replacement could bo found 8CHBBBR
should bo kept at work for a short period and given some little
p*y.

BALL also commented that la regard to the current
national fund drive of "The Worker," that it just had not been
developing and no money was coming in from it.

Xn regard to BBRSY WXHSTOf, BALL stated that the
national Board had sot up a subcommittee to look into housing,
to arrange for a chauffeur and to take care of other matters
upon WXHSTGTs return. The Party has already approached several
people, including!

I
in new fork, to nerve as WIHSTOH's

chauffeur and helper, but so far all have turned down the offer.

In connection with the educational classes which had
bMa planned for the West Coast, BALL noted that because of
mm

m

1@srxsr$ illness and Inability of CABL WXHTBB tobow travel,
ouch classes have been delayed. BY LtiMSB bad been designated
to replace WIHIXR and was scheduled to leave Hew York City on
Wednesday or Thursday, february 12®13, 1964, and would earry
out the schedule set up tor WXIffBB. However, they had learned
at the Rational. Office that when the Southern California District
heard of WlOTHR's delay, they had canceled the educational
classes scheduled there and, as a result, LOXBB now will only
conduct one general educational lecture in that District. However,

5



cliMw •till will be held In the northern California District
ob bov dttts. la addition, LOWER will proceed after ceaple-
tion of classes la northern California to the Oregon and
Washington Districts sad attempt to set up educational classes
there.

As scheduled, BALD departed Chicago at 5s 00 p.m.
aboard Baited Airlines flight 616. At this tlae he noted
that he would probably reaain in Minneapolis until the late
p.m. of February 18 or early a.nu of February 19, 1964, when
he would return to Chicago. He stated he would attend the
national Commission meetings in Chicago that week and if
there was no change in his plans would remain in the Chicago
area until mid-week of February 23, 1964, and then proceed to
Cleveland.

/ 6
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Remyairtel 2/19/64.

I who has furnished reliable information
in the past, on 2/24/64 reported that a twoday enlarged
National Negro Commission, CPUSA meeting was held in Chicago
2/22-23/64, with invited guests. Those attending were:

New York:*GUS HALL
JIM JACKSOl

BEN DAVIS
WILLIAM PATTERSON

IRVING POTASH

Baltimore GEORGE MEYERS

ARNOLD JOHNSON

GEA:
(28)

Bureau (RM)
Baltimore (RM)
Boston (RM)
Cleveland (RM)
Detroit (RM)
Los Angeles (RM)
Minneapolis, (RM)
New York (lQO-151548) (RM)
Philadelphia (RM)
Pittsburgh (RM)
San Francisco (RM) j/)
St. Louis (RM) /,
1-100-32207 (CINAL) f
mec

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge
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CG 100-40624

PhiladeIphia

Boston
|

|
(LNU) (young light skinned Negro)

St . Louis

Los Angeles

San Francisco ROSCOE PROCTOR

Cleveland

Pittsburgh

Detroit

Chicago

ANTHONY KRCHMAREK

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
GIL GREEN
JACK KLING

*FNU LNU (young Negro male companion of
of |

"
Young white male who may have stayed over

from the National Trade Union Commission
.CPUS A meeting held in Chicago 2/20-21/64

who has furnished reliable
IHTUmSTTUh in the past, on 2/24/64
informed that

|
from

Minneapolis attended these
meetings and described him as a white
male youth. This person may be identical
with the young white man mentioned by

I I)

\
advisedc 2/247U4-that NATE SHARPE attended Sunday only,

| advised that the meeting was opened 2/22/64
by BEN DAVIS and presented the following agenda:

1. Main report by BEN DAVIS with emphasis on
1964 elections and an estimate of the current struggles of the
Negro people.

NOT IN ATTENDANCE SUNDAY.

-2-



CG 100=40624

A. Subcommittee reports? on the South by WILLIAM b6

PATTERSON , who is covering the trial of I I

b7c

I

~| in North Carolina, and GEORGE MEYERS,
who has just toured the South for the Party.

(This completes Saturday's agenda)

2. Discussion of the current struggles of the Negro
people led off by area reports

.

A. New York area- report on the rent strikes and
cehco.l boycott situations

B. West Coast“-report on jobs“for-youth campaign

C. Chicago-report on jobs and relief struggles.

3. Discussion of the work of the National Negro
Commission.

Informant advised the highlight of the two-day meeting
was BEN DAVIS’ report. Source informed as follows:

The first part dealt with the current stage of the Negro
people's movement and emphasized that in the North three issues
had emerged, ie., jobs, schools and housing. Out of this new
stage have developed large scale boycotts, tendency toward
national coordination ©f the movement, unity of the Negro people
with other minorities, and tendency to stimulate white liberals
and trade unionists to support the movement.

DAVIS also dealt with some theoretical aspects of the
Negro peopled movement and discussed whether it was or was not
revolutionary in character. DAVIS' conclusion was that it has a
revolutionary character but that there is not a revolutionary
crisis in the U.S. Rather, he indicated it is a part of the
general social revolution in the U.S. DAVIS stressed the
necessity of following debate in the Congress on the civil rights
bill with a view to developing action in the event it becomes
necessary to break a filibuster. He urged that the parliamentary
struggle and direct action struggles of the Negro people must
be dealt with.

DAVIS discussed the coming 1964 elections and offered
a three prong approach for the Party: 1) to influence the
general outcome of the elections ; 2) advance independent
political activities; and 3) increase the influence of the Party
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and its press. DAVIS urged that the main direction must be to
defeat the ultra-right. He characterized NELSON ROCKEFELLER as
more insidious than BARRY GOLDWATER and said the Party should
expose ROCKEFELLER because of his facade of liberalism. The
first task of the Party,he insisted, is to fight for heavy
registration. In the South the demand must be for the guarantee
that every qualified citizen shall vote.

DAVIS alluded to the Freedom Now Party and enunciated
the Party’s opposition to this movement because of its racist
approach and opposition to any coalition policy. He urged that
the Party conduct their activities in such a manner as to win
the honest forces away from the Freedom Now Party.

DAVIS commented that the Party, while concerned, is
not presently in any position to solve the organizational questions
surrounding the Negro movement. In this regard he mentioned the
desirability of having a national Negro organization to handle
and coordinate these movements. He noted, however, that the
Party can help by establishing a clear line and a clear per-
spective and by re-establishing its revolutionary traditions
among the Negro people. In this respect he urged the Party
must build Party groupings wherever possiblp and develop cadre
training programs.

I Ireported that the main conclusions of the
two-day meeting were as follows:

1. Accept the position of the CP as outlined by DAVIS.

2. The National Party Board should discuss the
possibility of a work stoppage campaign in the event of filibuster
in Congress over the civil rights bill.

3. Take a firm position in the defense of I

and other defendants in that case. ^

4. Organizational conclusions included:

A. There will be a National Resident Steering Committee
comprised of JIM JACKSON, GEORGE MEYERS, R0SC0E
PROCTOR, IRVING POTASH and WILLIAM PATTERSON under
the chairmanship of BEN DAVIS.

AL £*
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B. The National Negro Commission will he r.ompri fieri

of the above persons Pins I I TOM
NABRIED. I I (LNU) of Boston and

| |
( LNU ) from New York (not present at these

meetings ). Others may later be added to the
National Negro Commission but no further names
were mentioned at these meetings. This will be
discussed at a National Resident Steering Committee
meeting.

C. Establishing three regional commissions, i.e.
Far West under the .leariprshin of RO.S.COE PROCTOR,
WILLIAM TAYLOR and

| |
to cover

California, Washington and other areas where
the work can be enlarged; Midwest under the
leadership of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

j
I

and l
[
to cover Illinois, Ohio,

Michigan, Wisconsin and Missouri; East-the
eastern part of the country can be covered by,

regional commission to be set up by the Resident
Steering Committee who will decide on its
composition and the territory it is to cover.
The South will be handled by GEORGE MEYERS.

who has furnished reliable information in
the past, informed on 2/24/64 with regard to the significant
conclusions of this meeting essentially as I I In
addition, he advised that it was the conclusion of the meetings
that the Negro people are about 99% opposed to BARRY GOLDWATER
but are not so much opposed to NELSON ROCKEFELLER and that
since there is no basic difference between the prdgrams of these
two the Party must expose the hidden insidious character of
ROCKEFELLER who was described as "Mister imperialism himself."

Upon completion of detailed interviews with informants
attending these meetings, letterhead memoranda will be submitted
regarding this two-day meeting which will be channelized
appropriate offices and files.
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EXTREME CAUTION BUST BE UTILIZED IN CONNECTION
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are five
copies of am informant's statement dated February 18,
1964 ,• containing information orally furnished on

has furnished reliableFebruary 18, 1964, by OS 5824-S*.
information in the past , to SA f~
information was reduced to writing"

This
"February

-
T9, 1964,

and the original report is maintained in Chicago file
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5 - Bureau (Inc. .5) (RM)
(1 - 100-3-116) (CP, USA - Negro Question- Communist

Influence in Racial Matters)
(1 - 100-3-89) (CP, USA - Strategy in Industry)

3 - Baltimore (RM)
(1 - 100-12076) (GEORGE MEIERS)
(1 - 100- (CP, Maryland District - Negro

Question-Communist Influence in
Racial Matters) .
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3 Cleveland (RM)
(1 - 65-721)
(1 - 100-

(1 - 100-

b6
b7C

(ANTHONY KRCHMAREK)
(CP, Ohio District - Negro Question-
Communist Influence in Racial Matters)
(CP, Ohio District - Strategy in Industry)

4 - Detroit (RM)
(1 - 100- [
(1 - 100-

(1 - 100-17161)
(1 - 100-

Los Angeles
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
U£T- 100-

(1 - 100-

(RM)

(CP, Michigan^District - Negro Question-
Communist Influence in Racial Mattef?) Jr
(CP, Michigan District - Strategyjiil Industry)
(Negro American Labor Council)^^

4

i

y;

h '

"

I I i
^

(CP, Southern California District - Negro V
Question-Communist Influence in Racial \

-Matters )
'

(CP, Southern ' California District - Strategy
in Industry)

11 - New York (RM)
(1 - 100-23825) (BENJAMIN DAVIS)
(1 - 100-84994) (GUS HALL)
(1 - 100-48033) (IRVING POTASH)
(1 -

I

(1 -
|

(1 - 100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON)
(1 - 100-84275) (WILLIAM PATTERSON)
(1 - 100-151548) (CP, USA - Negro Question- Communist

Influence in Racial Matters.
(1 - 100-80641) (CP, USA - Organization)
(1 - 100-89590) (CP, USA - Strategy in Industry)
(1 - 100- (Negro American Labor Council)

3 - Pittsburgh (RM)
(1 -|
(1 - 100-

(1 - 100-

(CP, Western Pennsylvania District - Negro
Question-Communist Influence in Racial
Matters)
(CP, Western Pennsylvania District -

Strategy in Industry)
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3 - San Francisco (RH)
(1 - 100- (R0SC0E PROCTOR)
(1 - 100- (CP, Northern California District - Negro

Question-Communist Influence in Racial
Hatters)

(1 - 100- (CP, Northern California District -

Strategy in Industry)

Communist Influence in Racial Matters)
(1 - 100-18953) (CP, Illinois District - Organization)
(1 - 100-19431) (CP, Illinois District - Strategy in

Industry)
(1 - 100- (Midland Press Agency)
(1 - 100- (African American Heritage Association)
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Commencing at approximately 11s60 a.m. , February 17,
1964, and for a period of approximately fbroo boors thereafter,
tbs following individuals wort known to bars not at tbs
residence off ~~l * leading Communist Party CCP) of
Illinois functionary „|

amis CHILDS
CLAUDS LIQHTFOOT
JACK KLIKG
oil mm
IRVIKG POTASH

Tbs above nesting bad been arranged primarily for
tbs purpose of dismissing details regarding arrangements and
plans for tbe nestings of tbs CP, USA national Trade Onion
and Hegro Commission,, which were scheduled to commence in
Chicago on February 20, 1964. In regard to tbe plans for
these meetings, the following was learned!

the Trade Onion Commission nestings are now scheduled
to commence at 10s 00 a.m., February 20, 1964, in a hall rented
at the Kldwest Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, in ths nans of the
Midland Press Agency 0 The Hegro Commission meetings are now
scheduled to start on February 22, 1964, and continue through
February 23, 1964. These meetings will be held in a rented
room at 306 Hast 43rd Street , Chicago, Illinois, a building
which also houses the Africsa American Heritage Association.

At ths pressat tine, housing is being arranged for
15 tentative delegates who ars scheduled to attend these
commission meetings » For those who will attend the Hegro
Commission meetings, every effort is presently being made to
lodge then in Chicago’s south side area in order that they
will have ready access to the nesting place at 306 Hast 43rd
Street. So far ths only tentative delegate for whom private
housing arrangements are not being made is HBH DAYIS, who
requested earlier that he he put up in a hotel. Among those
presently expected for these national commission meetings
ars tbs following individuals

s

COS haVL
JIM JACKSGH
BSH SATIS

- 1 -



As to tentative agendas sot up for these meetings
the following was noted?

The trade Vuim Comission meetings will he opened
op with a discussion on the economic situation and efforts
will be made at this ttm to work eut a program of demands.
Discussion on this topic will he based on the recent report,
of GDS HALL to the mnmml tecuta^e Committee, CP, USA,
these dismissions then will he followed bp a formal report
on auto to be given te l I of Detroit, then there
will also be a report on the American H«gr© Labor Council,
but it is not cert®!© at this time who will make this report,

the negro Commission meetings will open up with a
formal report by HSU Mfli on the tople of the South and the
coming elections, thereafter, JACSBQH and GEORGE MSIBHS will
deliver sub-reports dealing with work in the South, After
this, there will be a workshop dealing with the subject of
rent strikes, school boycotts, ami other matters relating to
the topic of integration. During the course of this workshop,
it is expsoted that reports will be delivered by people from
Hew York, Chicago, md Cleveland since the Party in these
areas has been involving itself In these integration struggles,
there will also be a on jobs and the economic
situation.

There mas considerable debate as to how to bring
all the participants in tie two commission meetings together
for some Joint sessiom during the period of February 29-24

,

1964, Row if is tentatively believed that perhaps on®
evening can be taken up for such a joint meeting when tm
subject matter of Jobs ami the economic situation comes up
for discussion, If is felt that this is a matter of joint
interest to both csss&ssieiis.
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*!»•& the out of toes people first arrive la
Chicago to attend the commission iseetiags, they apparently
are under Instructlone to call either the Party office or
JACK KLING by telephone. They will then he personally net
by sons Party person or by KLING and then provided with the
address of the neetlng place to which they are to go.

In regard to housing these out of town people

,

the following arrangements have been set ups CLAUSE LIGHT-
POOT, the leading functionary of the CP of Illinois, will be

house two or possibly three of these peonies LESTER SATIS
will house two of these peonies I I will house
two of these peoples I will possibly take one or
saybe two people into his hone, however, he is not being
pressed in this regard because he nay have already made sons
private arrangements with the Hew York people who are coning
in to stay with him.

Local Party leaders who will participate in these
conaissionsttfttings will be LKHTTFOOT, GREEK, KLING and I l

GREEK and I I probably will attend sessions of both meetings,
while KLING and LXGBTFOGY will generally confine their par-
ticipation to the Negro Commission meetings. While there may
he several Party people not in a leadershi n rapacity involved
in the Negro Commission meetings, like|

|
it does not

now appear that there will he any such participation by local
people in the Trade Union Commission meetings. I I

ss s local Trade Union person was under discussion as a
delegate to the Trade Union meetings, but becsus# of his work
commitments, it was not believed that he would be available.
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BENJAMIN J. DAVIS

CLAUDE LIGHTF00T
GEORGE MEYERS
GUS HALL
IRVING POTASH

SAM DAVIS
LESTER DAVIS
ROSCOE PROCTOR
GIL GREEN

JAMES JACKSON

ARNOLD JOHNSON
WILLIAM PATTERSON
TOM NABRIED
A, KRCHMAREK

JACK KLING

In addition to those listed above., there was also
present a young Puerto Rican from Boston and a Negro from either
Youngs town* Ohio, or St. Louis, Missouri.

BEN DAVIS, CP National Secretary, opened the meeting
at about 11 :00 a.m. and called for the election of a chairman.

was elected Chairman for the day. DAVIS started out
by saying that the National Negro Commission meeting was long
overdue and that numerous requests had come from all over the
country as to what the National Negro Commission was doing.
DAVIS saidthe meeting had been called primarily to determine
what was going on in the Negro people’s struggle.

DAVIS then stated that the Party wanted to know
what was going on in each area and he considered ROSCOE PROCTOR
to be responsible for the Far West. LESTER DAVIS or whoever
LIGHTFOOT designated along with 1 to be responsible
for the Midwest while he would be responsible for the East.

DAVIS said in talking about these areas they should
not lose sight of the fact that the most important struggle was

.b6
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taking place in the Southern U. S.

DAVIS tnen told the group that he was presently
in charge of the National Negro Commission.

BEN DAVIS then made a lengthy speech about the
importance of the Civil Rights struggle on the part of the Negroes
and the fact that the Party could play a great role in this
struggle.

b7C

The rest of the day concerned discussion and the
meeting finally closed at about 5:50 p.m.

The second session got under way at 11:00 a,m.
with the following individuals present:

QEDME meters

BENJAMIN ,T. DAVIS

ROSCOE PROCTOR
JAMES JACKSON
WILLIAM PATTERSON
A. KRCHMAREK
JACOB GREEN
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
IRVING POTASH
LESTER DAVIS

TOM NABRIED

In addition to those listed above, the Puerto Rican
from Boston attended along with a Negro who is the Head of the
African Heritage Association. A Negro woman,

|

a Chicago CP member, also attended.

At the outset there were reports from various areas
with regard to CP activities within the Negro movement. A great
deal of the report concerned the importance of setting up youth
groups and contacting youth.

-3-
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After these reports, BEN DAVIS stated that the
National Negro Commission had to begin to function in the
broadest possible manner and he wanted each CP District to
come forward with reports in the future showing activity
in Negro work. DAVIS said that now that he was in charge
he was going to expect more action.

DAVIS then praised GEORGE MEYERS for doing an
outstanding job in the Southern U. S. and said that this was all
the more gratifying since the South was the heart of the Negro
struggle.

DAVIS said he wanted a subcommittee of the National
Negro Commission set up in the Par West, Midwest and East with
ROSCOE PROCTOR in charge of the Far West ; CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, the
Midwest, and he in charge of the Eastern Region.

DAVIS said on his part he planned to set up more
than one subcommittee and he was going to arrange that the
leaders of the various subcommittees he set up to meet from
time to time so that the National Party could analyze what was
being done.

DAVIS emphasized that the CP would have to pay more
and more attention to the youth movement and he wanted the
National Negro Commission to draw up a program for youth on a
National basis.

DAVIS said that the National Board of the CP
would discuss in the near future other phases of National
Negro Commission work. DAVIS said that while he was in charge
of the National Negro Commission, the Secretary of the National
Negro Commission had not as yet been selected but he felt that
since Negro and white unity was important that a white man should
be the Secretary. The second session ended at about 2:30 p.m.

-4-
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Iosco® Procter « San Francisco
I I - New York
Irving Potash « Bern fork
George Meyers - Baltimore

|

» Baltimore
Antnony~~grchaarek » Cleveland

I ~~l - Pittsburgh
Ish Flory - Chicago
Unknown shite individual believed to be from

Minneapolis
- Detroit

Claude Lightfoot also vent to the office of tub
fiery and brought In four young people identified as I 1

and a young Negro
ir&eaa or I I

session heId-osc leas elected
peumary 22, 1964,'

of the first

The first session was opened by Ben Davis who
welcomed everyone to the Commission. Davis felt that this was
an extremely important neeting and he hoped that everyone would
have a frank-candid' discussion on the problems facing the CP
and the work among the Negro people. Davis stated he hoped the
Commission would develop the line set forth in the Negro
Commission under Lightfoot's leadership. He stated at that
time the Commission had developed a correct approach to the
negro American Labor Council and that reflected a serious
change in the Commission's work. Be stated under Lightfoot's
leadership the Commission took a look at the Black Muslim
movement and developed a correct approach to that movement.
Also the past Commission under Lightfoot's leadership paid
special attention to the convening of the Negro peoples move-
ment. Davis indicated that this Commission should expand then®
developments and also Include some of the new developments in

ftfe# Negro peoples struggle.

Davis proposed the agenda be a report from himself
baling with the Elections and the South. Also throe reports
would be given from three areas ; one from New York on the rent
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v.'.rragii® tad the school boycott; one fros the Vest Const oa
J«>h® and Negro youth, and one from Chicago oa jobs and relief,
Pavis stated a sub-report would be given during the course of
the Cessission seating by George Meyers oa his trip to the
3s*uth and another by Villias Patterson. who had been attending
the trial in North Carolina of l I Davis stated the
fourth point to be discussed would be the work of the Negro

Davis then gave his report and opened with the
background of the Negro sovesent in which be stated the
sain feature was the fact that the Revolution had cose to the
North. Sn the North three issues were being formed and these
issues were Jobs, education, and housing* In New Tork there
developed a mass sovesent for a $1.50 sinisun wage. Be stated
there are already plans for n sarch to Albany, New York, to
fulfill this demand. The other question is the school
desegregation which has hit all of the major northern cities*
On the point of housing there are questions of open occupancy
and rent strikes.

Davis "stated lastly the Administration's opening
of the drive against poverty has tremendous significance for
the Negro movement. There are new elesents in the sovesent
such as the school boycotts giving a timetable for desegrega-
tion, thereby rejecting new approaches toward gradualism.
Necoadly there is a move for national coordination of the
sovesent on the schools which, if achieved, will spill over
into other movements. The third feature is the unity of the
Negro and Puerto Ricans achieved in the school boycott in
New York. Another feature is that white liberals and the
trade union sovesent are beginning to give Organized support
to the Negro peoples struggle. Included in this is the role
that the white churches are playing in the eosaunity. Davis
stated there is a basis for waking tremendous strides in the
freedom sovesent

.

Davis then asked the questloa’Ts this a revolution?"
and answered it by indicating that it has a revolutionary
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1© mot * revolutionary crisis in the
$$&*•>, Wmtm stated the dnuid of tbs Negro people

.i.s ** ©sgnplot® the bourgeois Ossoittia moltiiiw t»Uo«jU«
the Civil War, bat this is faking place in a different stags
it capitalist development . Daring the Civil War capitalist
Am progressive, but sow capitalism is dying and anti-
-•>regres»ive . Davis stated therefore, the Negro movement today
tends to serge with the social economic revolution. The Kegr©
v.mmmnt and the peoples movement have a common edeay and
therefore this becows a part of the general American
revolution and part of the social revolution. How well it
will he processed depends to a great extent on the role of
the CP.

Davis stated the only way the Megro peoples movement
can he stopped is by fascist measures being taken by this
country.

Davis continued by discussing the Civil Mights Dill
pending in the United States Senate. He indicated there has
been a considerable letdown in the movement since the March on
Washington, that is, the concern for the Civil Rights Bill has
been absent in the movement and there* seems to be no doubt
that the Southern Senators are preparing to water-down or destroy
this bill. Davis stated therefore, militant action is necessary
to stop this filibuster.

Davis stated the CP’s role is to cement Negro - white
i^&ty in this fight* The whole Democratic process is on trial.

the Senate does not pass this bill it will expose the fallacy
:*f the Democratic process professed by the Administration.
Davis stated our Party must fight for this bill in every way
possible, both through pressure on the Congress itself and if
necessary direct action such as demonstrations, marches, and
so forth.

Davis continued the election program of the CP is
three-pronged. The first is to influence the general outcome
of the Elections and the second is to advance the independent
activities of the people and the third to build the influence of
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f

tho CP and Its press. He stated the sain blow must be dealt
against the ultra-right* Be stated at present no candidate
of the Republican Party escapes this category. The sost
dangerous Is Rockefeller because he covers his ultra-right
position with a facade of liberalism.

The Kegro people according to Davis in the mala
are an essential part of the Johnson camp, flb stated however*
there Is a necessity for the development of independent
activities to pressure President Johnson into breaking
completely with the Dixiecrats.

Davis stated the Supreme Court is playing a
historic progressive role in regard to the Negro peoples

’

struggles and generally in the struggle for progress. The CP
must concern itself with how it can help change the composition
of Congress and must bring in more trade union Negro and
Puerto Rican representatives.

Davis stated the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (RAACP) has reflected a desire
to enter the political arena. The CP must find ways for all
of these developments. One of the major tasks that the CP
must assist in is the registration campaign. The other is to
try and develop independent political action committees in the
Negro community to improve the quality and quantity of Negro
representation. This can be done by independent activities
and also by trying to influence both major parties to slate
Negro candidates. Be stated the CP, wherever possible, should
seek to build Negro labor committees.

Davis stated they must attempt to build the unity
of the left during these Elections. Wherever possible they
should run CP candidates. Davis stated there would be a
national platform issued by the National Committee of the CP
in the very near future.

Davis continued that in the South they must demand
that every qualified voter be given the protection of the

«*» .5
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Federal Doversias&t to exercise their right to rote. Be stated
tor tlhfc Freedom Woe Party, their activities are based on a

approach. lie stated they are also opposed to any
sieailtioa policy and no responsible Wegro leaders have cose
out in support of the Freedom Row Party. Davis stated the

is opposed to this development, however, there are many
sanest forces in that movement and the CP must try to find
ways to win them away from this incorrect policy.

Davis stated the South is still basic to the
political struggle in this country and it is necessary for
progressives to realise that a basic change in the political
alignment in the South is essential to progress in the country.
:3avis stated the Supreme Court decisions have been revolution-
fry in terms of helping set the stage for progress in the
political arena. In 1954 there was the decision to desegre-
gate the schools which opened the door to all desegregation
in the South, He stated recently the decision of redistrict-
ing; the Congressional Districts, makes it possible to break
the role of the minority in the South and give it to the
majority by demanding equal population in Congressional
Districts. Davis stated the CP must develop independent
movements in support of these decisions and guarantee that the
redistricting takes place.

In conclusion Davis discussed the role of the CP.
The CP is not in a position to solve the many organizational
questions facing the Wegro movement. It would be good if
there was a consolidated Wegro peoples organization nationally
'mt such is not in the cards. The CP can establish a secure
1mm in this movement if it develops and demonstrates a sound
line and policy. Davis asked why must the CP always be
discussing how to associate with existing movements. Be
answered the tarty must take more initltive and organize
independent movements around the peoples needs.

Davis stated that at their last national meeting
the CP they discussed the organization of the unemployed

hut yet there has been no progress on this question in any
district. He stated the CP must re-establish its revolutionary
traditions among the Wegro people. Be stated they must develop
a sound program for the poor farmers in the South. Be stated
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they must develop the Ideological position of taking tin
nirtSzt bb?' 3i the SiM system#

a&vis suggested they rats© the slogan of a bond
iMtmm os the United States Gcwrerament to end racism and poverty
siae© they soli bonds for freedom and for war purposes why

they sell bonds to collect money to fight racism and
poverty in this country.

Davis stated the CP must act more boldly in the
peoples movement . He stated they must to win the working class
t© the Negro peoples struggle. ¥he entire CP must be involved
in this struggle.

Davis stated they must also concentrate on a cadre
training program. He stated the CP must further develop an
Ideological struggle against white chauvinsim and nationalist.
3© stated they must build the CP by expanding their clubs and
activities in the Negro community and establishing groupings
of CP and non-CP forces to discuss action in the Civil Rights
movement. Davis stated the CP must become a factor and it can
become such a factor in the Negro peoples movement.

George Meyers then gave a report on his trip to the
South. Meyers stated he made a trip to North Carolina because
he was invited to speak at a negro college. North Carolina A % f,
Meyers stated since there was a snow storm he left a day early
md was not at home when a telegram came cancelling his appoint*-*
swat, Meyers stated he went anyway and the students told him
the Administration of the college had been beset by the Federal
%ireaa of Investigation (FBI) and the local government asking
them to cancel Meyers ? appearance since under some law it was
illegal for a State supported school to have a communist speak
on the campus.

Meyers stated he talked to individuals on the campus
«».4 also attended the trial of

I I
Meyers stated fee

visited Atlanta and talked to some of the Negro leaders there .

and Ms general conclusion was that the question of the right
to vote and the question of jobs are the main issues in the
South.

b6
b7C



cream ©f the crop of the Wegr© people® aweaseat . & stated the
leaders ©f the Wegr© peoples movement are not associating themselves
with t'm CPo this has i© be a direction ©f the CP°a w©fh„

William Patterson then spohe and stated he had attended
the opening day of the trial in Monro®, Jforth Carolina., The basic
issue on trial was the right to defend your life,, Patterson stated
that there are strong reactionary forces in Monroe of White
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Citlwas Council and th® XIK which is conducting a campaign of
terror* Be felt that th© CP mist giro its full support to thin
trial and th® freedom of this victim* Patterson stated he
talked with a few Negro" piaisters and discussed with them' what

'

help could he given from the outside* Patterson stated he $$&
well~recelved among those' he talked to and while he was there a -

full page ad appeared in the newspaper which, attacked, a labor 1

union for trying to organise the workers * .

Patterson stated in ;

his discussions with some of the leaders of the Defense Committee
he felt that it was a natural thing to link this attack against

'

labor with what was going on in the courtroom*

Patterson indicated he felt he should return to the
South* Be stated in his opinion the CP should not refer to the
Civil Bights movement as a Negro revolution but rather refer to
it as an American revolution because it touches ©n th© very
foundation of Constitutional liberties*

I I
then spoke generally of the work in th©

Negro American labor Council for Jobs and indicated his agreement
with the report, of D&visi a

|
then spoke and stated he thought the.

problems they face in the CP and their work can be solved because
they are beginning to get a common evaluation of the movement *

The main question was that the' CP must concern itself with how to
involve greater white masses in the Negro ccasaunlty and
particularly in the trade union movement*

Jack Kling then mentioned that in Chicago there were
several positive experiences in th® white community in regard to
the Civil Bights movement and he listed several conferences that
have been recently held in Chicago in the white community beginning
with the Conference on lace and -Religion and going through several

Corning Freihelf” an invitation to the Press Conference when
Governor Wallace of Alabama was in Chicago* Sling indicated that
he called several Negro organisations and told them that Wallace
was here and said they should react accordingly*

Anthony Irehmarek stated that in Cleveland the. CP was
not involved in the school fight and that only recently they

9
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began to get involved. He mentioned that Congressman Vanek Is
being opposed by a Hegro candidate, but Vansk baa a liberal
record and that creates problems for the movement,

I ~l stated in St* Louis 'tfae Congress
of Bacial Equality (CORE) was taking tbe lead in tbe Civil Rights
movement and certain proposals have been developed by the trade
union movement and CORE,

~lstated in Chicago they were winning support
in the white communities and stated that what they should realise
is that there is a bis Ideological struggle taking place In the
white communities,, I stated that the CP should participate
in this debate, I PTarther stated in the labor movement
although not fully involved, there are certain beginnings. He
stated the labor delegate on the Chicago School Beard, one

\ has taken a positive position, Also the AFL-CIG, Chicago
Council took a good position, I I concluded by saying in the
suburbs of Chicago, committees have been formed on open occupancy
which is also encouraging,

I from Southern California indicated that
there are several splits developing in the Hegro peoples movement
and the CP’s task should be to try and build the unity In this
movement. Some of the problems seem to stem from CORE in Los
Angeles and that requires a national approach to the problem,

I stated he agreed with the report of Bawls except
that he had a question in relationship to the 9©ldwater«R©ekefeller
analysis, I I stated in his opinion ©oldwater is still the
main problem and should receive the major fire from the left,

I I stated that they should elevate in their approach, the
question of the quality as well as the quantity of Hegro
leadership.

I I then stated that he agreed with Davis’
estimate and felt that the Party must jump into the :

debate taking place on the Civil Rights movement. He Stated'S'
much deeper assessment of the relationship of the NSi

to the general social revolution must be forthcoming
in every area of Issues there is unelarlty for help!
disunity for instance in the struggle for jobs, the <

: . He stated
ng fight .the
CP must
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explain how if was possible for tSm Negro people to achieve
tteiir Just amount of Job* ls» a® economy that is becoming
automated and devolving larger pockets of uraraployment amoag
both white and Negro mriwra.

I I stated further that in their struggle for
Jobe their slogan has to be prsfer^ai&lal hiring with the correct
ideological approach of that slogan. He further stated the

'

struggle for unity with Negro and white nust become a major
feature for the CP 9® worh in the Civil Nights movement. He
stated at the same time they should not in the CP appear to be
opposed to direct action although it does not have the support,
of the white community*

I I further stated that the nest Commission should
discuss a major ideological and organisational approach to the
youth Question.

stated he was dissatisfied with the.
discussion up unmiJi wne rkase that I I spoke . He stated the
discussion was not touching upon some of the concrete problems*
He felt the question of how the CP will Influence the Civil
Sights movement has not been thoroughly dealt with. He also
Indicated that the CP leadership tends to underestimate the
ability of white masses to understand the Negro question and
participation.

I I spates a great deal mi th® special problems'.
;
of

Negro youth and how they must to© solved in the CP because although
they recruited five Negro youth in the CP* they did not stick
because of the problem of developing an approach to the Negro

:

youth.

CP must be mere selfcritical. Many of the proposals, that were
made at the last optional meeting on the Negro question have, not
been nrried cut . Haterled stated they will not solve any of ,

these problems until they get to the point of who will tee the ,

CP's spokesman:. He stated there are only a very few individuals
in' the CP who are willing to speak in the name of the CP. ' He .
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naked hoe can m present any progran whan no one even known
the CP easlsis.

Nabrled also van critical of the neeting and the
aoveaent because of tin lack of participation of negro «omi
and indicated that if thin in true that they hare no JEegro
vosen in the organlnafion then they are not fulfilling the needs.
Me spoke in the sane vain about youth and also said that in
Philadelphia there is no real CP organisation nnd unions they
cose to grips with theso problem that all their estlnates and
analysis vill not was anything.

thin van the end of the Saturday, Vebruary 22, 1094,
session
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The second session ©f the Meeting of the National
Negro Conaission, CPUSA, with guests fro® the CFUSA National
Trade Union Commission and other invited guests, was held on
Sunday, February 23, 1964, at 306 East 43rd Street, Chicago,
Illinois. Present at this session were the save individuals
who were present on February 22, 1964, with the exception of
the following who did not attends

Anthony Xrchmarek
Gub Hall

. Unknown white nan believed fro® Minneapolis
I and hie friend

i i

Cla^do Lightfoot v/as elected Chalman of this session.
;1 ^

V* .

• '

{

The first report was given by Roscoe Proctor fro®
California. He stated the Negro novenent in Oakland, California,,
had net and decided that due to the high rate of unenploynent
anong the Negro people, some type of action should be planned.
After annanalysls, there began activity on the building of Youth
for Jobs. Proctor stated that one individual in the CP «ade a
door to door canvass in the Negro community to determine the
status of unemployed youth in the area. Proctor stated that it
was not possible to discuss both relief and jobs without causing
disorganization anong the people. So, his approach was to discuss
jobs. This person was able to get ten or fifteen young people
as a result of the canvass to attend a meeting at which they
discussed job discrimination and how they could get new jobs
created. The only issue he talked to these young people about
was jobs.

Proctor stated as yet, what other ideological approaches
should be taken with these young people has not been determined.
Proctor also insisted that if such developments take place, it
should be clear that it is an independent organization and not
identified with any other groups. Proctor stated they developed
a social and recreation program. At this stag,© Youth for dobs
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DECLASSIFICATION
AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
EXEMPTION CODE Z5X(1 HUMAN

}

DATE 07-09-2005

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR
3 FBI (10©~3~116)

FROM: SAC . CHICAGO (100-40624)

\
.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED'

'

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCfcPT

HPI SHOWN OTHERWISE .

DATE.&js7/(o4-

CINAL

/d& JSUBJECT! COMMUNIST PARTY , ISA
NEGRO QUESTION —
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
IS - C

There is enclosed herewith for the Bureau i six ( 6)

copies of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) and
:

one Cl) copy for
each copy of this letter, containing information regarding
the National Negro Commission meeting of the Communist Party,
USA, (CP) held in Chicago on February 22 and 23, 1964. .

This information -was furnished by It© b2

SA on February 24 and 2a, 1964. The b7D

original informant report will be retained in Chicago file b6
b7C

The LHM is tied I TTtT because the
information contained therein if disclosed could divulge the
identity of this source and seriously affect the. internal .

(C) security of the country.

A cony of
for the file

•letter- -is •Pri'n» polls
identified

this individual as being present at the. February 22 ,. 1964.,

session. Minneapolis is requested to. furnish' a copy of t "

of I |s@ ' it pay be identified by ]

bl
b2
b6
b7C
b7D
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Copies

Bureau (Enc . 6)
Charlotte (Enc.
1 - 100-

1 - 100-

Baltimore (Enc

.

1 - 100-23140

(RM)
2) (RM)

(CP S USA
s
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL

MATTERS)
(STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMM.)

3) (RM)
(CP, USA, COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL
MATTERS)

Boston (Enc . 2)
1 - 100-

1 - 100-

Cleveland (Enc.
1 - 100-26614

1 - 65-721
Detroit (Enc. 4

,

1 - 100-31597

1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 -l
New York (Enc.
1 - 100-151548

1 100-80641
1 - 100-16021
1 - 100-84994
1 - 100-23825
1 - 100-16785
1 - 100-84275

(CP, USA, COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL
MATTERS)
(TEX LNU, young light-skinned Negro)

2) (RM)
(CP, USA, COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL
MATTERS)
(ANTHONY KRCH1AREK)

(CP, USA, COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL

(NEGRO AMERICAN LABOR COUNCIL)

isy
(CP, USA, COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL
MATTERS)
(CP, USA, ORGANIZATION)
(ARNOLD JOHNSON)
(GUS HALL)
(BENJAMIN DAVIS)
(JAMES JACKSON)
(WILLIAM PATTERSON)

100-

100-48033
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19 - New York (eont.)
1 - 100-80644
1 - 100-128817
1 - 100-139834
1 - 100-79717
1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 100-

x 1 - 100-
kos Angeles (Enc

\t>- 100- .

1 - 100-

1 - 100-. .

(CP, USA, YOUTH MATTERS)
(CP, USA, MEMBERSHIP)
(NEGRO AMERICAN LABOR COUNCIL)
(CP POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)
(FREEDOM NOW PARTY)
(STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMM.
^FREEDOMWAYS) •'

(’THE WORKER").

—/€ O
LfENCE IN RACIAL -

v 1 - 100- (CORE)
2 - Minneapolis (Enc. 2) (RM)

1 - 100- I

1 - 100- (CP, USA,

Philadelphia
1 - 100-31723

1 - 65-1686
Pittsburgh (Enc,
1 - 100-14992

INFLUENCE IN RACIAL

(CP, USA, COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL
MATTERS)

(RM)
(CP, USA, COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL
MATTERS)

St . Louis (Enc

,

1 - 100-7791 (CP, USA,
MATTERS)

INFLUENCE IN RACIAL

San Francisco (Enc. 3 ]

1 - 100-51914

1 - 100-25215
1 - 100-
CkicagQ
1 -

I

1 - 100-18953
1 - 100-33741

(CP, USA, COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL

(CP, USA, ORGANISATION)
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Chicago
1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 61-8
1 -

1 -

1 -
1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 100-
1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 -

1 -

1 -
1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 105-

1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 100-

1 - 100-
1 100=
1 - 100-
1 - 100-

19491
18957
18952
67

3952
3313
24055
17517

5912

3293

new
36644
16232
40342
19431
40703
32207
•34438
8261
-18338

(CP S DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES)
(CP S YOUTH MATTERS)
(CP, MEMBERSHIP)
(CLAUDE LIGHTFQOT)

(GIL GREEN)
(JACK -.KLIM

[ISH FLORYl

(Unknown young Negro, friend of

l

(NEGRO AMERICAN LABOR COUNCIL)
(FREEDOM NOW PARTY)

(CP, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
(ceco)
(CINAL)
(CP, MASS ORGANIZATIONS)
(NAACP)
(CP, EDUCATION)
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
I4EMQHANDUM

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-09-2009 BY . 60322/UC/LRP/PLJ/sdb

UBJBST

SAC, LOS ANGELES

SAC,/nEW YORK

DATS: 2/28/64

CPUSA - NEGRO QUESTION
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS
IS-C

L who has furnished reliable information in the
past,made available to the New York Office information concerning
the above captioned subject, obtained from tie building located at

23 Nest 26th Street, New York City, Since 4/15/57, this building
has been occupied by the New York State and National Offices of the
Communist Party, USA, The CPUSA has been designated pursuant to

Executive Order 10450. Since June, 1958, space in this building
has been occupied by Publishers New Press, Inc., publisher of
“The Worker,” East Coast Communist newspaper.

Strict care must be exercised so that the existence of
this important source of information will not become known to any
outside agency. It is also to be noted that because of the nature
of this source of information it will be impossible to recontact
the source regarding information furnMied,

Information received on 2/10/64

& SE

The following disposition is being made of the original exhibit:

( ) Place in NY file # Serial

Exhibit

(
x

) Forwarded for your information and appropriate action.

( ) No copy of the exhibit or this letter is hpJng retained bv
the NYO.

|

searched J_Z".

See attached pamphlet,
Description of exhibit: and the Election c|ta?*&3igrp

n2 1984

'EKD: job -I 1
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